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1. 
CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION 
As a teacher in various L.D.S. Seminaries in Mormon communities 
in southern Utah. the investigator has had a chance to observe at first 
hand many of the problems which confront these canmunities at the present 
time. .As a student of L.D.S. Church History, he has had occasion to see 
the Mormon community in its historioal perspective, and to draw compar-
isons between these oommunities at the present time and at the time ot 
their settlement. 
Most of the !·'ormon canmunities were settled between the years of 
1 1850 and 1875, by groups called by the L.D.S. Churoh to oolonize areas 
which gave some promise of being able to support a population. The 
people settled in villages. The land was divided as equally as possible 
among the members of the group. A high degree of oooperation was nee-
essary in order to build canals, to erect homes, and to supply the needs 
of the oanmunity as the people had to be almost self-sufficient. 
Mormons were regarded as a "peou1iar people". and they seemed to \: 
delight in being that way_ Religion was the basic consideration of their 
lives. Religion and geographioal 10 oat ion were factors which helped them 
to remain isolated to a considerable extent. 
Over a period of years, many changes have taken place. but maIW of 
lIn this thesis the terms Mormon and L.D.S. are used interchangeably as 
they both designate the Church of Jesus Christ of lAtter Day Saints. 
2. 
the original charaoteristios remain. The original Mormon village type 
01' tam settlement persists in. many areas, partioular~ in southern 
Utah. Religion is a vital toroe in the communities, but its importance 
is deolining. 
Radios, automobiles, telephones, modern highways, good transportation 
faoilities, daily newspapers. movies, and tourists have all had their 
effeot in reduo,ing the isolation of the Mormon people. Sane villages 
with favorable locations have grown to the point where they regard them-
selves as small cities. Movie oompanies have disoovered the scenio 
beauty at southern Utah and use it to advantage in filming motion piotures. 
Here and there little things happen, whioh indicate that a oertain 
amount of seoulariq,tion haa taken plaoe and is still taJdng plaoe. Yet, 
the Mormon oommunities in southern. Utah are still almost entirely pop-
ulated by Monnon -people.. Even in the villages that have beoome towns of 
some size, it is probable that 95 to 98 per oent of the people belong to 
the L.D.S. faith. The I..D.S. Church remains the most powerful institution 
in the ccmsmunities. For the most part, the people have remained tradition-
ally rural and retain their neighborly outlook on life in spite of' the out-
side foroee whioh are enoountered with inoreasing frequenoy_ 
In the United States one of the interesting ohanges whioh is taking plaoe 
in our culture is the inorease in di voroe. Over a period of time and 
particularly during the past few years. divoroe has inoreased greatly. 
Many people regard this inorease at divorce as having oertain elemenbs of 
danger tor the .American way of life. Praotioally all sections 01' the 
country have been affected, though in varying degrees. Few people seem 
r 
3. 
to regard the inorease in divorce as a desirable ohange, while many regard 
it as dangerrus, and others feel it is downright sinful. 
The 1lormon communi ties of southern Utah ha. ve had a oertain amount 
of divorce. although the extent of it }lAS been difficult to determine. 
The oounty newspapers do not 'P'lblish any information about divoroe, 
and the nowspapors printod in Salt lake do not foel that di'VOroe data 
from outlying areas of the ~state are of suffioient news value to be inolud-
. , ,. 
ed in thei r publioations. Di voroe is a matter of &: good deal of oon-
jecture and outright gossip. "rbe investigator became deeply interested 
in the pt"oblem. of di 'VOroe, and particularly • diVorce in Mormon oanmun-
ities. 
The :focus of this study is twofold. It is an attempt to disoOVG..!:. 
the extent 01' divorce in certain Mormon oommunities and to Ir.ake oomparisons 
wi th non-Monnon oanmunities in other states, and to determine the o~es 
- , .. __ .. -------- --
in divorce rates that have occurred over a period of years. Is the 
Monnon community aotually more resistant to sooial ohange of' this type 
than other areas '1 )'lhat is the influence of the Mormon oulture with ita 
religious homogeneity, village type of settlement, and fairly strong 
famili~ upon the sooial problem of divoroe? 
4. 
CHAP'l'BR II. 
BEVlEk'i OF .I"lTBRATUItE 
A review of literature has really two primary purposes. First, it 
ia to acquaint the investigator with the parlicull'lr f'1.eld of interest 
and with studies that have been made in that general area. Seoondly, it 
should suggest possible questions to be asked by the investigator and 
hypotheses to be tested. 
The 11teratureon the questlon of divoroe is especially voluminous, 
consisting of numerous articles by sooiologists, aooia1 p$,1ohologists, 
narriage oounselors, and other sociRl scientists in several related fields. 
Various writings have been published in soientifio journals, popular 
magazines, and in numerous text and reference books dealing with nocial 
problems of various ~s. 
At least tv«) full-1eIlo..-th textbooks. The Old Love and the new, by 
Waller, and Divorce, by Lichtenberger, have been written entirely on 
divoroe and its various aspeots. 
How Divoroe is Regarded 
Inasmuch as most of the data on whioh this study 1s based 
were obtained for Mormon oanmuni ties in Utah, it might be well to 
give the L.D.S. poil:Jt of view in respect to divorce. The following 
statement 1s from John A. Widtsoe, one of the general authorities ot 
5. 
the L.D.S. Church. 
The Church deories divoroe, yet it holds that divoroe is 
better than daily unhappiness in marriage. Those lila for 
suffioient reas alS secure di voroes do not lose their standing 
or good repute in the Church. It remains a :ma.tter of sorrow 
~-at two people through mistaken affections have brought upon 
themselves an unhappiness Whioh may cause them and their ohi1dren 
future grief. 
The churoh haa no authority to grant oivil divoroe. That is 
the oonoern of the state. 
It is notable that marriage f'or time and eternity tends to 
marital happiness. Tho knowledge of the eternal relationship 
entered into haa a deterrent effeot upon improper impulses, and 
aooelel"4tea all good acts. This is shown in the rate of' divoroe 
within the groups narried in the temple and by oivil authority. 
The rate of divorce is muoh srre.ller in the r.;roup :mrried by 
temple authority thnn in the group married by oivil authority. 
lilarriage tor time and eternity servos as an incontive to good 
works and a restraint fran evil deeds. l 
In explanation of' the above statement, the L.D.S. Church believes 
and teaches that marriages performed ~thin their temples are consumated 
for time and etemi ty, and that only the President of the L.D.S. Church 
or someone delegated by him. has the power to grant a temple divoroe. 
Suoh temple divorces are granted only in exoeptional oases and generally 
for unfaithfulness. although sane divoroes are granted for mutual divid-
ing of atfeotion. A temple divorce does not take the plaoe ot a oivil 
divoroe, but must be obtained before the individual oan remarry within 
a temple. The peroentage of Mormons w.ho marry in temples is not obtain-
able, but from observation the investigator feels that it is tromone-
third to one-halt. 
Expressing a different point of view. in that it is not oonnected 
~Udt6oe. John.A. Program of' the Churoh of' Jesus Christ of Latter-
day- Saints. Salt lake City. L.D.oS. 1Jepanmellt of Eduoation. 2nd 
Edition. 1937. pp. 78-79. 
6. 
with religion, are the following statements ~ram prominent 800ial 
scientists '\'bo have written on divorce. Goodsell makes the following 
statements: 
Of the TnBny twentieth-oentury problems relating to marriage 
and the family, none has so disturbed sooially minded men 
and women and provoked such vigorous oontroversies as has 
the question of our ever-inoreasing divoroe rate •••• l 
•••• Thus the ethical ideas of the twentieth century are 
being oontinually reshaped in tho interest of a praotical 
morality. Frc::m this point of view., human institutions 
exist for maD, not man for institutions, and mn.rriage is 
no exception to the rule. A traditional code of morals 
deolares that it is just and righteous to chain human beings 
together in a wretohed bondage in order to preserve the 
integrity of the marriage institution; public opinion holds, 
that this code must be altered to correspond to the human-
itarian £eelillg and the common sanse of lna.nkind.2 
Baber has this to says 
It has become t3'-lstornary' i.n recent years to "view with alarm" 
the rising tide of divorce. The stateT'lent is £requently 
heard that unless "something 1s done about i tit there will 
soon be a divoroe to offset overy marriage. Seldom does the 
critio suggest just what might be dono about it. other tha.n 
that we Utighton uptJ our divorce laws. Even· intelligent 
commentators fail to distinguish between the di voroe rate and 
the marital-unhappiness rate .. aBGUJaing that they are synonymous. 
Yet with a little thought it must be ev1.dent that an increasinr, 
di voroe rate does not necessarily denote an increasing rate of 
domestio discord. Today marriage hn~ abreak-up rate three 
times that of a halt centur,y ago •••• 
lGoodsell. Willystine. Problems of the family. Naw York. D. Appleton-
Centur,y Co. 1936. p. 389. 
2 Ibid •• p. 407. 
-
3gaber. Ra.v E. Marriage and the :tairi.~. llew York. McGraw-Hill 
Book Co •• Ino. 1939. p~ 438. 
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Lichtenberger in his classic book,Dlvorco l makes the following 
statements: 
•••• It the inatitution of marriage were an invention and not 
a growth. if it rested on the uncertain predilection or some 
law-giver either human or divine and not on the inherent 
necessities of human nature. then it might be in imminent 
danger of passing away. If~. therefore. the instit-..1tion of 
marriage seems in danger of destruction. 8.8 many writers at 
the present time seem prone t 0 be lievs. it is reassuring to 
know that it rests on no suoh insecure foundation. In the 
,fom oreated by adjustment to the needs of humanity at any 
partiwlar tina it has existed always and everywhe~e •••• 
~'hat every intelligent student of 800iety expeots, and what 
many serious-minded persons seek to promote, is the modifi-
cation of marriage to lileet existing needs an~ the recon-
struction of the mores neoessitated thereby. 
Furthermore in sp8a-lcing of the reduction of the external forces 
Which have bound marriages together, Liohtenberger saysl 
1 
No one shatlld be deoeived as to the 800ial oosts "Which are 
likely to acorue as the result of this change. in terms of 
inareas ing divorce, for inexperienoed freedom tends always to 
involw abuses until better ways of using it are devised. But 
despite this normal expeotation the conviot1.on is grmnng 
that a greater degree of mutual freodom in wedlock will serve 
ultimately to ma}:a it more durable and that, at any rate, to 
throw marriage upon its own inner resouroes ani snnotions has 
£ar greater promise of future suooess than to rely upon the 
re~oroement of the waning exterior controls or the passing 
age •. 
Drake expresses his opinion as follows: 
What we must clearly reoognize is that it is not divoroe itself 
1thioh is the evil. it is unhappy and demoralizing marriage. 
Divoroe is simply the operation that aims to remedy the evil •••• 
Muoh of the heartaohe and bitterness that go with it are needless. 
a result of the oruel oonception of divorce as a disgraoe. In 
Lichtenberger. J.P. Divorce. liew York. McGraw-Hill Book Co •• Ino. 
1941. p. 9. 
2 ~ •• p. 348. 
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any case, it is the unwise marriage that one should be 
ashamed of, or the failure to make it a success, rather 
than the divorce. l 
In the main these authorities seem ~ite optimistic over the 
Situation, 'Which is quite a contrast to the statements of times found 
in edl torials, 8 tatements of judges, and newspaper arti olea. 
A closely related aspeot of the divoroe question pertains to the 
necessity of divoroe and particularly easy d1vorce as found tod~. 
Lichtenberger and Waller share a point of view. .L.ichtenbergert s 
statement reads • 
•••• It is safe to assert, except in the T'lost attenuated, 
institutionalized sense, tha+' divorce never broke up a single 
marriage •••• Divorce never occurs until after the marriage has 2 
been oompletely wrecked--aometimas not until many years after •••• 
Waller'S statement, whioh is in similar vein, is as follows: 
•••• Possibly there are still people 'Who think that any two 
persons 'Who want to do 80 oan get along in marriage) if there 
are any suoh, let them study a few divoroe oases, and they 
will probably find that there are plenty of persons 'Who try 
desperately to get alo~ with their mates but find it oompletely 
impossible to do so •••• 
Popenoe puts forth the following statement, whioh on the surfaoe 
appears to c ontradiot the statements of Vialler and Liohtenberger, but 
actually Popenoe is thin.'cing of pre-marl tal preparation. His statement 
is as fol1owsl 
Barring the insane and feeble~inded. almost anyone with 8. 
reas enable amount oJ: efJ:ort, can virtually guarantee the suooess 
1 Drake. Durrant. The new morality. New York,. Uaomi1lan. 1929. 
pp. 114.-115. 
2Lichtenber~er,. op. oit., p. 16. 
3rla11er, \'lillard. The family: a dynamio interpretation. New York, 
The Cordon Company. 1938. p. 545. 
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of his marriage. l 
Certainly 8sLiohtenberger and -Waller state, many oouples do try 
desperately to make a go of their marriage, but fail in the attempt. 
Popenoe is thinking more in terms of pre-marital training, similarity 
of background. and the detennination to get along" as vi tal faotors in 
the making a success of marriage. 
Persons ...mo experience divorce, orten have a different point ot' 
view, and hence, two statements from anonymous writers in HarEer's 
Yagasine. The first, a man, has this statement to make: 
1 
•••• There 'WaS easy divorce brought right to My fireside, to 
the bedside or my little boy and girl. With merciless irony 
it put out the fire in the fireplace. it took the little girl 
and boy away, it made the house, onee 30 ehecrtul as only 
children can make a home, a plaoe uninhabitable, unendurable • 
• ••• Eaeh month, year in and year 001;, it haa exacted a heaT,Y' 
toll in dollars that it galls me to pay. Ihis. in stark 
reality, is the easy divoroe I had. advocated, the social 
prinoipal and reform that have the support of: the m08t 
advanoed, enlightened. and highly regarded
2 
thinkers of our 
time who deal with the problem of divorce. 
The other anonymous writer, a woman, makes this statement:. 
In short. divorce is like an ugly surgical operation. 
It is never to be taken lightly. It is painful. It can 
cripple for life--indeed# it can oripple not only those who ~ 
are cut apart by it. but their children too. Yet as a 
suocessful surgical operation can save life and restore 
health. so can divorce save a family .. 
TPAt is its only juatification.3 
Popenoe, Paul. 1hrriage before and atter. New York. ,alfred Funk. 
Inc. 1943. p. 8. 
2Anonymoua • And 80 my wife divorced me. Harper's Magasine. 
Vol. 162. pp. 460-461 .. March 1931'. 
S Anonymous. Can divorce be successful. Harper's Magazine. 
Vol. 176. p. 262. Rebruary 1938. 
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One can only surmise the number of marriages ending in divorce 
needlessly, which mi~ht be sawd, if expert advic~ were aw.ilable and 
use was made of it, or if proper pre-marital traininr, had been recai vad 
prior to marriage. 
Gauses of' Divorce 
Traditio~lly, divoroes are thought to have their genesis in the ( 
unfaithfulnass of the husbnnd or wifo to the marriage contraot. This 
opinion is generally disregarded and to a oonsiderable extent it is 
replaoed by the belief that unfaithfulness is more an evidenoe of' under-
lying conditions and maladjustments, rather than the ca.use. '!'he Harts. 
however, are two writers in this field who still regard ~nf'aithtyln~QJ!_ 
as a large source of divorce. They statea 
Various factors have oontributed to the accelerating rise 
of the divorce rate in America, but the sharpest rise has 
oocurred in tho period during whioh well-informed people agree / 
that sex morale have been most smftlybecomitlG lax. Students v 
of'the divorce problem ~now that, whatever oauses ~y be 
alleged in court, the formation or illicit love rolations by 
one or the othtr of the divorcing parties is an extremely. 
common tactor~ 
Another qause quite oanmonly reoognized is that of hasty and ill-
- --~~.> 
advised. marriage. and Duvall and Hill provide a suitable desoriptive 
r---•.. r_'.~- .' • --.- •.••• -.' """, 
statement: 
The basic and major cause of divoroe is marrine;e, and we are 
not being flippant! The divoroe rate i8 closely linked with 
lnart. Hornell. and Hart. ~11a. B. Personality and the fa.mi.ly. 
New York. D.C. Heath and Co. 1941. p. 319. 
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the number of ill-advisod and poorly mated pairs who pass 
through the engagement period ~thout discovering their 
incompatibility •••• l 
During the war years ~ marriages were entered into hastily and 
in lIltUV CaBltS were ill-advised. They had the furtherdlsadvantage of 
separation soon after tho ceremony. Bossard has dismtssed this problem 
in the following statement: 
Like hit-and-run accidents, marry-and-run marriages Ol"ten are 
tragic in" their consequences. Couples do not have tho oustomary 
opportunity to ma1ce the gradual unbroken transition :from. 
romantic bliss to prosaic·adjustment Whioh is the basia of 
oontiIl'.ling domestio accord. Happiness in marriage is an 
aohievement. not a discovery. It comes as a by-produot of 
successful experience in living together. Beginning their 1i:fe 
together on the romantic level J and with the help of the honey-
moon aura, married oouples learn to oompromise as they oohabit. 
It 1s this normal prooess of learning to live together 'Which is 
laoking in marry-and-run marriages. The romantio glow is d1m..med. 
or fades during the separation. while eaoh shares different life 
experiences. 'When. as. and if they unite later-and they do 
not always do so-there are shadO\vs and uncertainties in the 
relations which the afterglow of the honeymoon could have 
banished.2 
Goodsell stressed not one but several things which might be termed 
social causes, and which are due to changes in our society over whioh the v 
.. ~:-~--..... ..--~~~:' 
1ndi vidual :family has little or no oontrol._ They are listed a5 followst 
Decline of the family as an economic unit. 
1 
'The employment of women in gainful occupations. 
'!'he trem toward individualism. 
Ethical and religious changes affecting divorce. 
Transition from the patriarohal to the demooratic family. 
The popularization or law and eduoation.3 
Du.vall, Evelyn Millis. and Hill. Reuben. 'Then you marry. Boston, 
D.C. Heath and Co. 1945. ~. 249. 
2Bossard. James R.S. War and the family. In. l1arriage and the family. 
Howard Becker and Reuben Hill, Editors. BostonJ D.C. lieath and Co. 
1942.p. 574. ' 
3Goodsel1. OPe oit •• pp. 402-409. 
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Perhaps the above things should be thought or as contributing 
factors to divorce, rather than as direot causes for particular divoroes. 
Liohtenberger regards di voroe as the end of a process and not due 
~_~ingle_ca~§~_9~~_~_o~~ He describes the process in the following 
statements, 
•••• Cases are rare indeed in which a single fact or event 
destroys a marriage. Divoroe in rea 11 ty is the terminus of 
a process of ~orgBn1zation. A speoific lnoidsllt like an 
adulterous act or one of extreme oruelty mt'l.y canstt tute the 
technical grollnd ror the decree nut suoh events are rnrely 
if ever detaohed fran a seqllence of other aots or issues or 
which they in fact are the results. '!'hUB the "causes". 
so-called. represent episodes in a process -Ndch results 
ultimately in t~~ oompl~te destruction of the marriage. l 
•••• It is the tensions due to a wide variet,y of conflioting 
cultural lnterests and persmlAllty traits vtlich arlse within 
this adjustment proeess \'lh ieh 8"" the essential causes of 
marital disharmony whioh tend to rSSlllt in seoo.ration a.nd 2 . . divorce •••• 
Two writers, Wile and Winn, collaborating on a magazine article, 
listed among the causes one that may be a faotor in an increasing number 
of divorces. 
'!'hare _are, of course~ oertain types of people who should 
never marry anyway, because they are innately incapable of 
maldIll; a success of' rm.rriage or ~.nything else.3 
lL1chtenbergor. OPe oit •• pp. 256-257. 
2 ~ •• P. 261. 
3m.le, Ira S. and 1"::inn, v..C. Faelng divoroe. Survey. Vol. 61. 
p. 420. Dec. 15. 1928. 
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Effeot upon Children 
Traditionally, the bearing and rearing ot children are the most 
important fUnctions of the family_ Sooiety judges the family upon its 
suooessfUl performanoe of these ~lnotions and is ooncerned with divorce, 
wh8Il it Affeots ohildren. fdeallY tho home is the plaoe for the child "/ 
to be raised, with both parents there to contribute to his teaohing, his 
support .. and to help him in his many adjustments to the demnnds or 
sooiety, as well as to provide him with needed arfeotion~ 
\ 
. .' 
Pltint. a psychiatrist, bas written i::.'to tollowing in respeot to the 
need ot tho child for the home: 
The t8.1ul1y. in our cult-ure, gives. to the child what we will 1. 
now call "security".. Here the word is used in a sense differ-
ent from the ordinary. It is meant to cover the fact that a 
ohild has there a plaoe because of ""mo" he is. He may be 
la.'I'Ile, or dumb, or with this or that defect-he tnay be mean or 
a bully but he still has a plttco because of' ;just boing himself. 
Outside ot the tf.U!l.lly he mayor may not get "adequaoy" a term 
to oover strength or "looks" or possessions or intelligence •••• 
r;ords don't matter so much as long as we see that the only 
thing you can't take away from the child is the fact that two 
people were his parents and that they provide a certain 
orientation which is unassailable and sure. Note that there 
is nothing !treasonable" about this-the queerest pe,rents. 
the queerest children--but in any case they belong •••• l 
In 1944, Davis estimated the number of children affeoted by divorce 
tor the years ot 1933 to 1946 in the United States. The figures are 
presented in Table 1. 
lple.nt, James S. The psychiatrist views children ot divorced parents. 
In, Children of divorced parents. Duke University:Sohool of La ... 
Law and Contemporary Problems. Vol. X, no. 5. pp. 812-813. Summer, 1944. 
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a 
Table 1. Estimated number of ohildren af£eoted by divoroe. 
Year 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936-
1937 
1938 
1939 
1933-1946 
Children 
110.000 
136.000 
145.000 
157.000 
166.000 
162.000 
167.000 
Year 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
Children 
176.000 
192.000 
205.000 
218.000 
209.000 
254.000 
307.000 
aDavis • Kingsley. Sociological and statistical analysis. .:!!!, 
Children ot; divorced parents. IAlke Univcrsity:Sohool· of Law. 
Law and oontemporary problems. Vol. x.. no. 5. p. 719. Sunnner I 1944. 
It ia a highly debatable question Whether it is better for the 
ohild to be raised by one parent under the oonditions which generally 
prevail with divorced oouples, or for the ohild to renlain in a fa.'1\ily 
where the parents a.re inoompatible and oontinually bioker. Neither sit-
uation is one to be reoommended for maximum development of the child. One 
writer. Goodsell. has stated both sides of' the above problem. 
(r;) •• but the breaking up of the hom~ and separation of the parents; 
\ cannot but react harmfully on children. Reared by one parent to ( 
) Wham the court has allotted them. these boys and girls visit only~ 
~ at long intervals the other parent •••• Thus little ones in a \ 
'\ home which divoroe haa torn asunder suffer blindly the effects ) 
~ ~f their parents' alienation and are deprived of the daily love . .,..........---~and influenoe of father or mother as the oase may be. l 
•••• The judges and referees in jmvenile courts well know that 
homes ,mere bitterness and oonflict have taken up their abode are 
the worst possible places in which to rear sensitive ohildren. 
1 Goodsell. OPe oit •• pp. 410-411. 
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AS our knowledge of child nature grows more thorough and 
intimate. _ beoome increasingly a:ware of the baneful effeots 1 
of family jars and friction upon the mental life of children •••• 
One of the outstanding publioations on this subject is the one 
already quoted from: ~Children of Divoroed Parents". whioh is the title 
of a particular number of Law and Contemporary: Problema.2 The entire 
number is devoted to this sub.ject and considers the 'Various aSp8'3ts of 
the problem. 
.Var and Divorce 
.Arl;iclea dealing with the problem ot war and marriage are extremely 
numerous. There seems to be general agreement that during -.r periods a 
great many hasty and ill-conoeived mrriages take place. In many of 
these marriages there is no real bas is on which to build a s:1ooessful 
marriage. It is quite evident in a sooiety like the American one. a 
large number of these marriages will tind their end in tho divoroe oourt. 
It 1s an expected thing. 
'!he investigator liaS particularly interested in finding out what the 
effect or war was upon divoroe rates during the proseoution of the war. 
~io writing or -war and di voroe made the following statement: 
AuthoritatiTe opinion holds. however. and suoh tig'Jres 8.8 we 
have shaw that divorce probabl~' deoreases during a period of 
war. This deorease is due to a complex of forces. For one 
laoodsell. OPe cit •• p. 411. 
2Children of divorced parents. Duke University. School of La •• 
Law and oontemporary problems. Vol. X. no. 5. Summer, 1944. 
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thing, lite on-the sooial plane beoomes greatly simplified in 
wartime J sooial neoBssi ty. that is. the need for intima.te com-
panionship and arfectional security. beoomes greaterJ the 
emotions. instead of being focused mainly on the personal are 
oentered on the societal objeotive of war; while eoonomio 
activities art regimented and direoted toward that oommon 
objective •••• 
The investigator found Panunsio' 8 article particularly helpful in 
formulating a hypothesia to be tested about divorce in 1ftlrtime. 
Ways of Meeting the Divoroe Problem 
A suggestion qUite c~nly made, is that divorce laws should be 
tightened up. Fortunatel¥. the authorities in this field are not 1'0110'\'1""" 
ing this line of thought. They feel that better methods are a-vailable. 
One of the finest suggestiona is that of expanding educational efforts 
in this field in high schools, colleges and evening classes for thoBe 
who do not have tho privilege of attending college. 
As to the possible effects of education in this area, a citation is 
made trom Duvall and lIill. 
Students Who have attended marriage and ~i1y olasses 
have extraordinary low divoroe rates, not beoause they are 
afraid of divorce or think it is wioked or sinful, but because 
they understand What holds marriage together and appreoiate that 
much of oonfliot is normal. Hap~y marriage rather than divorce 
is the focua of their attention. 
Over a period of years. PopI'Jnoe hAS conducted the AlncriOfm Tnstl-
tute of Family Relations 1.."'1 Los Angeles with the providing of pre-
marital information as one of its primary purposes. rlle record of: this 
1.Pamlnsio_ Constantine. War and divoroe. Sooiology and sooial 
Research. Vol. 28. Sept. 1943. p. 15. 
2 
Duvall and Hill. OPe oit •• p. 246. 
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Institute is outste.nding, and Popenoe has published the following statement I 
Eaoh year a million oouples marry. In marriage they expect 
to achieve supreme happiness. At least ono-!'ourth of these 
couples will be seriously disappointed. For many of them, indeed, 
marriage will end in tragedy. . 
Inevitably the half million people represented in theae 
unhappy marriages each year. together with their friends and 
relatives, ld.111'l0nder whether these wrec~ed homes were necessary. 
Couldn't something have been done to prevent them? 
The answer 111 unqualified. Yes. A very moderate atlount of 
effort in advanCe would have prevented the majority of these 
broken homes. The proof, Not one divoroe ooourred among couples 
who oame to the American. Institute of ~'amily ltelationa for pre-
marit~ assistance, during the first eight years of ita exist-
enae. 
Greater appreoiation must be developed for the need of proper educa-
tion in marriage and family relations. Teachers should be trained in 
this field. and employed in suoh a l'lUy that education of this type would 
be made available to all. 
'What about oouple. who are already married and who appear to be 
headed for the divorce oourt? Can anything be done about them? Tvio 
of the leading authorities in this fiold, Groves and Ogburn, have made 
the tollo~ng suggestion a 
We not only need everywhere .family oourts. but they must be 
tree to aot as investigating bureaus. rather than orthodox 
courts. Instead of discussing wether or not the man or mman 
i8 ~uilty of of'f('tUses defined by law for the cutting of mar-
riage ties. there is need of discovering if possible "that the 
trouble in the family actually is •. how it originated .. und whether 
or not an adjustm~nt oan be made that will ke ep the familY 
together.2 
1 Popenoe. oe. o1~.. p. 3. 
2Groves • Ernest R ... 3.:nd Ogburn.t ~"i'i1li&M F. Amorican marriage and 
tami1y relationships. New York, Henry Holt and Co. 1928. p. 120. 
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Statistical Aspeots of Divoroe 
Cahen t s book, Statistical ii.nalysis of' American Divoroe,l 'WaS published 
in 1932. Although some of' tho material is out-of-date, the investigator 
found it espeoially helpful in determining the phases of divorco to be 
oonsidered. 
AMong tne many statements end statistics in Cahen's book are the 
following on the inoidence of divorce • 
•••• iuJ previously stated, American marriages Sf.OW about an 
16 percf!nt fatality in the divorce court. Simple arithmetio 
computatioIUl'show' that 71 per oont of ohildless marriagRs in 
America end in divorce~ ~hile only 8 p~r cant of mcrried,oouples 
with children eventually are divorced. 
J;s to the length of time which intervenes betwoen tho marriage and 
divorce, he foundl 
•••• About halt of the divorces oocur during the first seven 
years. Inspection of the graph shows that the modo, which is, 
the year of' marriage with the highest number of di "~roes ~ talls 
during the third year at married lifo. There is a rapid riso 
in divoroes virtually from the wedding day until the third year 
of' marriage, and t20n comnences a slow and steady deoline in 
divorce frequency. 
The Mormon Village 
The best studios on the Monnon village are the Brigham Young University 
lCahan, Alfred. Statistical ana.l:rsis of' lmericnn db"orco. new York: 
Columbia University Press. 1932. 
2 ~ •• p. 113. 
3 ~ •• p. 117. 
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Studies by lowry No lson.l Extens 1 ve use ''laS mado of these studies. The 
following quotations are taken fran theml 
1 
The Existence of the Village. The village system of lile 
is one of the most important. taots in the lives of' Utah people. 
It m.odifies their existence in innumerable ways. It plaoes 
eoonomio burdens here. but provides conve~iences and releases 
from economic coats there •••• 
It has challged and still continues to ohange the sooial 
aspects of rural life in Utah. Instead of i8 alation. the 
farmers practically all have community life of a very stimu-
lating and intimate kind. The utah. tanner has a mumcipali ty. 
The ~township" does not exist exoept on the offioial descrip-
tion of property. It is not a social or political entity. 
The village oommunity offors political. sooial. and economic 
opportunities whioh are distinctive.2 
The coumunity life of Utah presents a number of unique and 
interesting phases for the consideration of' tho student of 
sooiology. Uta.l-) is one of the few plaoes on this continent 
~era the farm-vi1lage ~,~c of oo~unlty is found •••• 
In addition to offering thi& unique exhibit of a rather rare 
type of oomnunity life. the Utah village-or perhaps more 
properly .. tho uMormon It village. s ince it is not confined to 
Utah. but occurs in all states surrounding Utah whore Mormon 
people ha.ve settled-furnishes examples of 80clal organi~ation 
which are dii"f'erent from those found elsewhore in that they 
came into being somewhat in the inverse manner f'rcm other oom-
lIll1nities. The ~'Uormonlf village 'WaS definitely planned and 
established before the farm land was developed. That i8 to 
say. the first settlers laid out the village site. and appor-
tioned the lots as their first act •••• 
The Utah village also presents a. type in whioh the people are 
or have been ~eligioU8ly hOlllogeneous •••• This is an extremely im-
portant fact in seeking to understand the psychic and sooial 
forces at work in these communi ties at the present time. 3 
Nebon. Lowry_ A soola1 survey of F,scalante. Utah. Brigham Young 
University studies. no. 1. Provo. Utah. 1925. 
• The Mormon Village: A s"t'..ldy in social origins • 
..,--.,.-.o:--~ Brigham Young University Studies. lioe 3. Provo. Utah. 1930. 
• Som.e Social and economio .features of ..tWlerican Fork. Utah. 
----Brigham Young University Studies. lto. 4. Provo,. Utah. 1935. 
2Belson. Study no. 4. pp. 10-11. 3Welson_ Study no. 1. p. 3. 
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COl'll1I1Unities in the striotly out-lying seations of the state 
are holding more or less the original degree of oompaotness" 
~th few farm residenoes. l 
In the discussion ot the advantages and disadvantages of the village 
system. i:lelson brought out the high degree of primary interaction that 
takes place in ::moh communities. 
The village life gives rise to social friction. That people 
are usually able to get along better if they do not get too 
well aoquainted, is quite generally recognized to be true. 
The 010S8 contact of villagers giws rise to pettiness and 
gossiping. wh1.ch often degenerate into personal antagonism •••• 
Out of the experiences of villaGe life, there arise oliques 
and "crowds". Ii' one .family hob-nobs over much with another, 
the neighbors remark with some dogree of sarcasm, that t'the 
Brown tribe is oertainly getting thiok -with the Olsena. ~ This 
is more or less common, of course,. to all rural folk. but the 
village has a tendency to emphasize it, because everybody knows 
something of the business of ~erybody 018e.2 
Village life promotes socialization. This is perhaps its 
greatest contribution. and is tied up with all of the other 
factors that have been discussed above. Very orten the farm-
yards adjoin so that fa.rmers see each other and converse lill1e 
they do ohores. They meet each other going to and from the fields. 
They pass each other on the village streets. In numerous _:va 
the village foroes people into "face to faoe association" •••• 
The activities of' the oomrmm.ity as a mole are 80 nea.r to each 
one that he oennot escape some oonsoiousness of their exist-
enoe. This gives ri8~ to a oommunity oonsoiousness. It is illus-
trated by , ... oonversation vmich the writer had with one ot the 
villagers in Esoolante. He v.1tB unlooding 'nOod, "Whioh he had 
during the day prooured from the adjaccm. foothills. The wr1 tar 
remarked that he had met a young man from Escalante about a 
year previous ly, who was on his way to California to attend a 
dental college. Upon mention of tho young man' a ll8JT'..8. the 
villager. 'Who T48.S in no wise related by blood to hiln. took on a 
'Very serious lIlien. He then detailed a brief story of' this 
young man's un1'ortunate experl.once while in California whioh 
ended in his incaroeration in the state peni tentiar;r. The ytftlng 
men 1m8 the husband of one of the local girls. and was himself 
a native of the village. In oonoluding the reoitation of 
2 1 llelson. Study no. 1. p. 6. Nelson. Study no. 1. p. 42. 
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the incident. the villager remarkech "This is one of the 
hardest trials we have had to pass through. n By Itwe".. he 
meant the community .. and his statement inferred that he oon-
sidered it a community oonoern because it was an infraotion of' 
a very strict group standard. l 
Nelson recognised the fact that in the newer irrigation distriots 
and where the population had grown end beoome highly urbanized, the 
village type of system 1I8JJ lOSing out. However .. he did not feol that 
southern Utah had been a£feoted by these changes. From personal observa.-
tion this investigator hoartl1y agrees. 
1 Nelson, Study No.1. p. 44. 
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CliAPXER III. 
!!NESTIGATION 
When the investigator first began this study. he realized in a 
general way what his objeotivea uere. but through disoussing .. lith 
others and reviewill6 literature in this i'iald" the objectives beoame 
more olearly defined and they now may bo stated mora explioit;ly. 
Objeotives 
1. To detenaino and oomparo tho incidenoo of di voroe in: 
a. A Geleoted rural aroa in Utah" oharaoterized by !lormon 
Village ty-pe of settlement. roligious hanogoneity. and 
a. seleoted rural area of' Iowa. oharaotorized by tho open 
oountry type of fa~ settlement and religious heterogeneity. 
b. A seleoted urban area of Utah oharacterized by a large 
percentage of Mormon people. and a selocted urban area in 
Iowa r.here religious ar.rl1intion is quite heterogeneous. 
2. To determine and oampare tho increases in divorce rates in the 
selected areu. 
3. To determine if' divoroe rates were increased or deoreased by 
World War II. in the selected rural and urban e.rens. 
4. To ascertain certain miscellnne~Js information on divoroe 
such as: 
a • . Lell&th of time between. marriage and divorce in selected 
rural areas of Utah and Iowa. 
b. Extent of' childlessness in divorces in selocted Utah rural 
area. 
o. The number and disposition of' children in divorce cases 
in the Utah rural area. and the provision made :for their 
support. 
d. The statutory reasons {';1.ven for divoroe in the ntah 
rural area. 
Hypotheses 
The review of literature airled in the develop!'1ent or hypotheses to 
be tested in this study_ it -was the plan of the investigator to find 
hypotheses that could be tested in the oontext of the Mormon Cammunity 
in canparison to others. In l"lOSt oases. the hy!>otheses were suggested 
by other research" rather than being explioitly stated therein. 
In the formulati on of' the hypotheses.. an a ttempt was made to state 
thqn in such form that they might be tested in other contexts .. 
1. A rural area characterized by e: high degree of religionism. 
religious homogeneity, and village type ot settlement, would 
have lower divorce rates than a rural area characterized by a 
lower degree of' religionism. religious heterogeneity, and the 
dispersed type of tam settleFlent" 
2. .An urban area characterized by a re"latively high degree of 
religionism and religious homogeneity would have lower divorce 
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rates than an urban area oharaoterized by a relatively low 
degree o£ religioniem and religious heterogeneity. 
3. The areas. rural and urban. 'Where religioni8lll. is deolining 
\1Ould show 1ea8 resistance to sooial ohange as measured by 
divoroe rates than areas where re1igionism is lower to begin 
with. but moro stablo. 
4. The im:.aodiato effoot of Yiorldfiar II would be to reduoe tho 
number of divorces. but its ultimate effect would be to inorease 
the number of uivoroes during the war period. l 
a. Urban areas would suffer ;"llOre fran war dislooation than 
rura! aroaa as ~aaaurod by inoroa~o in divoroe. 
5. 111 a hibllly at;rioultural stato. di voroe rates i'or counties 
would vrtt"'J with tho degreo of' urbanization, as moasured by the 
ai&e of the laroest tcwn in tho coun~.f. 
6. Couples 'WOuld divorce ~,oro quickly aftier marriage in a rural 
a.rea charaoterizod by the dispersed type of farm settlement am 
where religiou8 homogeneity does not exist. than oouples in a 
rural area oharaoterized by 'Village type or settlement and 
religious homogeneity. 
a. ttSho~"Unlt ms.rriagos which end in divoroe. would do 80 more 
quickly than tfn,on-chott;Ull" ;no.rrinbcs. 
7. Childlessness wUlld bo involved in the majority of i4ivorce 
oases in rural areas. 
lTho inv~stigator £eels that Panunzio'a hypothesis on war and divoroe 
may hold for typical wars. but that ilorld \~ar U was atypical. 
Pauunzio. OPe cit •• p. 15. 
25. 
8. Provision for the support of' ohiHren of divorced parents 
would be found on the average" inadequate. 
Method of Procedure 
Utah rural area selectedl 
Certain oonsiderations were taken into account in the selection or 
a rural area in Utah. The investigator relt the seleotion or an area 
with·.which he 1mB .familiar would help him understand the situation in 
respect to divoroe. An area was desired with a population quite hano-
geneous in respect to religious affiliation and whioh would include 
Mormon o~~nities of different sizes. Another factor was the item of 
expanse in oolleotion of' data which had to be hold to a minimwn. 
Beoause it seemed to meet these considerations" the southwestern 
corner of' Utah was selected. This area consists or three oounties: Beaver. 
Iron, and Washington.2 The Formon yj.llage typn of settlA1"\flnt is still 
very strong in this area. Table 2 presents the population data for the 
three oounties for 1940. 
Technically St. George and Cedar City would cn.use their orunties to 
be ruled out as rural counties. due to the size of their populations. It 
is the belief' of the investigator. however. that though they are not 
lThe possible ef'fect of different eoonomio oonditions in the Utah and 
Iowa rural counties was not taken into consideration. 
2Figure 1 on page 27 is a map of Utah and designates the rural and 
urban oounties seleoted for this study. 
26. 
Table 2. Population ot largest towns in 3-oounty rural 
area in Utah in 1940 
Town 
Beaver 
Milford 
Balance; 
Four villages 
Cedar City 
Parowan 
Balance. 
Four vi llages 
County 
Beaver 
Beaver 
Iron 
Iron 
Two dispersed type farm settlements 
Two small railroad stopa 
st. George 
Hurricane 
Bahlloo~ 
Eleven vi llages 
Washington 
'Washington 
Town 
populationa 
2.111 
County b 
l'oP!llation 
5.014 
~.s. Bureau of the Census. Sixteenth Census. 1940. Vol. I. 
b 
Populationl Number of Inhabitants. p. 1084. These figures do not 
include balancos which are arrived at by subtraction from. 
count.y population. 
~ •• p. 1080. 
in the rural county class technically their baokground i.s such that they 
should be inoluded there. They also represent a stage that many Mormon 
oQDmUnities have reached in their development trom the village. 
One of the moat interesting developmenta during the paat tew years 
haa been the opening or large soale iron m.ines in Iron County. Geneva 
Steel in utah. Kaiser's Fontana plnnt in California. and Colorado Fuel 
and Iron at Pueblo. Colorado obtain their ore from. Iron County. Most 
Bea'Yer 
(Rural) 
Iron 
(Rural) 
Washington 
(Rural) 
27. 
Figure 1. }lap of utah. Rural 8lld Urban Areas in this Study. 
28. 
of this development has taken place during the war, and tho men who are 
working in the mines. even the superintendent and assistant of the largest 
mine are young lvtormon .fellows frOIll nearby villages and towns. 
The degree of religious homogenel ty in this area is shown in Table 3. 
Theae data are for 1936 and it is regrettable that more recent data are 
not available. The investigator checked the religious affiliation of 
junior and senior high school students in Cedar City in 1946. Out of 
approximately 735 students. only 18 of them were not affiliated with the 
L.D.S. Church, which ~ indicate the number of L.D.S. members is actually 
higher than the censuB indicates. 
Table 3.a Religious affiliation in 3-oounty Utah 
rural area 
county Bel1giou8 denomination l.~bers 
Beaver 
Iron 
Washington 
L.D.S. 
Methodist Episoopal 
other 
Total members in eounty 
L.D.S. 
Presbyterian 
Total momers in counby 
L.D.S. 
'?resbyterian 
Protestant Episcopal 
Total members in eounty 
3,560 
57 
8 
5,,617 
60 
6,677 
~.s. Bureau of the Census. Religious Bodies. 1936. Vol. I. 
p. 837. 
In the three counties oomprising the Utah rural area selected for 
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30. 
this atudy. there are at present five ?rotestant ohurches. one ST!lf1l1 
JlOlM.D. Catholio ohurch, and thirty-six Mormon churches. in addition to 
a Mormon Temple at st. George. 
Table 4 shows the population increase in the 3-county Utah ruml 
area since 1890. For the year of 1890. the Census listed a population 
or 10.032 residents for the three oounties. By 1940 .. the population 
total had risen to the point of 22.614. An estimate furnished to the 
investigator by the Utah DepartI:lent of Vital Statistics in 1946. listed 
the population for the three counties as 22.159. 
Iowa rurnl area selected 
In oontrast to the S-county Utah rural area. tho population in the 
2-oounty Iowa rural area has been relatively stationary. In 1890. the 
population was listed in the Census as 31,1161 for the two o011nties. and 
in 1940 at 36.621.1 Which 1s qlite a contrast to tho Utah area. from the 
standpoint ot population inorease. 
Perhaps the Iowa oounties should be rejected because they have not 
increased in population in a similar fashion to tho Utah counties, but 
the investigator feels that both situations are rather typioal. Iowa 
increased slightly in population in rural areas nnd Utah increased con-
siderably in population in the rural areas. Their typioality has caused 
tho investigator to feel that their use is justi£ied. 
Greene and Hamilton ere the two counties seleoted in Iowa. They 
1 See 'l'able 4. 
31. 
are both quite prosperous and are fairly typical of the oash grain 
farming oounties in Iowa. Both oounties are charaoterized by the dis-
parsed type of fam settlement. The pop!llat:i.on figures for the largest 
towns in the counties are given in Table 5. ~feither of' these two 
oounties qualifY technioally as rural counties'. a8 in both oases the 
largest town is over 2.500 in population. whioh makes the Imw. rural 
area a little more comparable to the utah area. 
Table 5. Population of largest tmm in 2-oourrty 
rural area in Iowa in 1940 
-----------------------------------------,-----------
Town County Town population County population 
Jefferson Greene 4.088a 16.599C 
Grand Junotion Greene 1.125a 
Balance I 11.386 
Webster City HamIlton 6.73Sb 
Jewell Hamilton 1.051a 
Balance: 12.133 
aU.S. Bureau of the Census. 1940. Vol. I. pp. 380. Balanoes were 
arrived at by subtraction of totals f'or two towns from orunty 
totals. 
b ~ •• p. 382. 
°Ibid •• p. 365. 
In contrast to the high degree of religious homogenoity found in the 
32. 
3-coun~, rural area in iJ"\;ah., "\;ne 2-.oounty rural area in Town shO'Wed 8. 
oonsiderable amount of religious heterogeneity as measured by deno~ 
lnational a££iliatlon~ The number of members of the three leading 
denominations in the two counties for 1936 are listed in Table 6. 
The locatlon of' the two cou.nties 1!lolnrJed in the rural area of Iavla 
are shown in Figure 2 ~ 
Table 6. Religious affiliation in 2-oounty Iowa rural 
area in 1936 
County 
Greene 
Hamilton 
Religious denamina"\;ion 
Hethodis"\; Episoopa1 
Roman Catho1io 
Disciples of Chris"\; 
All others: 
To"\;a.1 members in county 
Norwegian Lutheran 
Methodist Episcopal 
Disoip1es of Christ 
All others: 
Total members in county 
l&lmbers 
au.S. Bur. of the Census. Religious bodies. 1936. Vol. I. 
p. 752. 
b ~., p. 754. 
c Ibid., p. 150. 
d"All others" total was computed by subtractiDg total for three 
largest denominations from county total. 
utah urban area seleoted 
Salt Lake County was se1eoted as the Utah urban area for "\;his study. 
It i8 the largest oounty in the state from the standpoint of total pop-
,
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ulation. and is the location of the only city in Utah with a population 
of more than 100,000. 
Even in Salt Leke City. the various eoolesiastical wards of' tho L.D.S .. 
Church !resent rntmy of the features of tho small Mormon c0'l!11'1Uni ty. A 
recreation hall is attached to eaoh church build1.n;~ and sorves as a com-
munity oenter. Many provide dancing. basketball, baseball. music, 
dramatics, debating, public speaking, n 'weekly movie and numerous partias 
for young people. The priesthood quorumsl provide the men with fellowship. 
activi~J. and numerous servioe opoor~lniti~s. 
From the standpoint o£ religious nffilintion of ~le residents, Table 7 
gives the numbership of the three larGost deno!llinations in Salt lake 
County, according to the 1936 Census. 
Table 7.8. Religious affiliation in seleoted Utah 
urban county in 1936 
. County 
Salt Lake 
Religious denomination 
L.D.S. 
Romnn Catholic 
Greek Orthogox 
All others: 
Total members in county 
Members 
100,787 
7.830 
2.800 
12.380 
123,797 
aU•S • Bur. of the Genaus. Religious bodies. Vol. I. 
1936. p. 837. 
b IIAIl others" 'TaB computed lrj' subtraoting total :rot> three 
largest denomi.nations fran oounty total. 
1All male L.D.S. merabers t-\'Volve years of age a.nd over who are judged 
worthy, hold some priesthood and belong to a quorum. 
35. 
It is interesting to note that over four out of every five people 
in Salt Lake County who were affiliated ~th a religious denomination, 
belonged to the L.D.S. Churoh. 
Salt ~ke County's location in utah is given in Figure 1. 
Iown urban area soleoted 
. 
Polk County. the prinoipal urban oounty in iowa, WIlS seleoted :for oom-
parison with Salt lA.lce County because the two counties are very muoh alike 
in respect to population. Population fiGures are rdwn i'or the tT/O oounties 
and their prinoipal oities in Table 8. 
Table 8. Population statistios for selected urban counties 
in Utah and lema 
Year Salt Lake ·County Polk County Salt Lake City Dos l1oinos 
1890 58,457a 55.410b 44,8430 50,093e 
1900 77,125a 82.52~ 53,5310 62.1396 
1910 131,4268 110,438d 92.117° 86,368° 1920 159,282° 154,029d 116.110° 126,468
e 
1930 194,102° 172,837d 140,261° 142,559
0 
1940 0 149,934~ 159,81ge 211.6231' 195,835 
1946 2!5~.945 209,634g 186,000 Not a'V8.ilab10 
a U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1910. Vol. III. Population. p. 871. 
bU•S• Bureau o:f the Census. 1910. Vol. II. Population. p. 599. 
°u.s. Bureau of the Census. 1940. Vol. I. Population. p. 1080. 
d ~ •• p. 365. 
e Thid., p. 363. 
fEatimate by Utah Department of Vital Statistics. 
gEsttmate by investigator by keeping same gain per year for 1940 
to 1946, as prevailed in 1930 to 1940 period. 
Fromt..lte ata.ndpoint of religious arfilio.tion~ Polk Count-of shows 
muoh more heter03eneity than Salt Lake County. In Table 9, the 
members of the three largest denO!1linfl.tions are eiven for 1936. 
Table 9. lteligious af'filiationa in la...a urban county 
in 1935 
County 
Polk County 
Religious denomination 
Ro:nan Catholic 
Disciples of Christ 
UethC'dist Episcope.1 
Allotheru 
Total merrIDers in coun:t;y 
Uembers 
15,3940. 
9,89Sb 
9,677c 
34,64Sd 
69,607b 
au.S. Bur. of'the Census. fu;ligious bodias. Vol. I. 1936. 
p. 754. 
'e .Thid. ~ p. 751. 
c lbia., 1!. 752. 
dr, All others rr vias o<mlputed by &ub1:;rao1:;in,; 1:;ha 1:;ota1 for three 
la.rgest denominations from county total. 
Tae location of Polk County in !OlVR is ~iven in Figure 2. 
Collection of data 
Utah's sta.tehood yot'.r, 1895, 'WaS selected as the f'irst year ino1uded 
in this study as the investigator felt that data would bo ~oro nccurate 
and available fran that year. It was deoided to go direot1y to the 
oounty reoords to secure the needed information on divorce for the three 
Utah rural oounties. 
37. 
An examination of some di voroe oases in the Iron County t11es 
disolosed what intormation uas available. and accordingly" mimeograph 
torms wore prepared tor the reoording of' the data. 
It was first neoessary to go through the register of actions of civil 
court; cases. In this way a list of divorces was secured. and the divoroe 
oases were then obtained direct trom the civU case tiles. These cases 
supplied the information or tho names of the couples. the date and plaoe 
at marriage. ages nnd sex at minor children. statutory rea.son or reasons 
for the divorce. the disposition of the ohildren. and the support money 
granted. It might be mentioned that all three oounties are in the same 
judioial distriot. and henoe had the same judges. 
A total 01' 875 divorce cases 1I8S examined in the three oounties. 
inoluding divorces granted duri~ the first six months of 1946. In Bome 
cases parts of the above data were missing. 
Later. the total numbers of divorces granted in "the three counties 
for the years 01' 1946 and 1947 were reoel ved from the Utah Director ot 
Vital Statistics. 
The data tor Salt Lake County were secured from the Marriage an~ 
Divorcel publioa"tions or the U.S. Bureau of the Census tor the years ot 
1898 to 1906. 1916. and 1922 to 1932. and directly trom the county olerk's 
oUioe tor the years 01' 1933 to 1947. inclusive. These data inoluded only 
the total number or divorces for eaoh year. Unfortunately. both in Salt 
lake County and in Polk County. data could not be secured on total divoroes 
lsee Bibliography for exaot titles 01' these publioations. 
38. 
for the years of 1907 t 0 1915. and 1917 t.o 1921, "r.i thO'.:tt llla'king actua.l 
oounts. .As the limits 01' time would not permit, data for these years 
are lacking. 
Data for the Iowa oounties were secured !'rom the 1...ftirriage and 
Divoroe publications for the years 1896 to 1906, 1916. and 1922 to 1932. 
a.nd from the Statistical Reports of the Iowa Board of Health for the years 
1 
of 1933 to 1944, and by direot oommurUcatlon from the Iowa Department 
of Vital Statistics for 1945, 1946, and 1947. Divoroo totals were secured 
1'or Greene and lwnilton Counties fran the county records for the years ot 
1901 to 1915. and 1917 to 1921. .Also. e. certain amor.lnt of' additional in-
formation was seoured directly from the divoroe case files for the above 
two counties f'or all divorces lranted from 1907 to July lat, 1946. '!'his 
information 'W8.8 far les8 complete than that gathered in the three Utah 
rural oounties. 
Results 
In order that comparisons can be made, divorce totals and rates for 
the U.S. are given in Table 10. These data are for the years of 1896 to 
1946. Divorce data are not yet available for the U.S. for 1947. 
Several things are brought out in Table 10, and prominent runong them 
is the fact thnt divorce has inoreased tremendously during the 51-year 
period the table covers. For instanoe. in 1896. a total of 42.937 divoroes 
1I8re granted in the U.S. By 1940. the total had inoreased to 264.000 
divoroes. and by 1946. it had increased to 613.000. ThUB. the increase 
lSee Bibliography for exact title of these publications. 
39. 
between 1940 and 1946 'mlS gl"$ater ths. n the inorease in the previous 45 
years. Di voroe totals do not rmt~e any al1owanc'3 for population inorease. 
however, when oonsidered alone. 
Table 10. a Divorce rates and totals tor United States 
Year Divoroes Rate Year Divoroes Rate 
1896 42,937 .6 1921 159.580 1.5 
1897 44.699 .6 1922 148,815 1.4 
1898 47,849 .7 1923 165.098 1.5 
1899 51.437 .7 1924 170.952 1.5 
1900 55.751 .7 1925 175.449 1.5 
1901 60.984 .8 1926 184,678 1.6 
1902 61,480 .8 1927 196,292 1.G 
1903 64,925 .8 1928 200.176 1.7 
1904 66.199 .8 1929 205.876 1.7 
1905 67,976 .8 1930 195,961 1.6 
1906 72,062 .9 1931 188,OOS 1.5 
1907 76.571 .9 1932 164.241 1.3 
1908 76,852 .9 1933 155,000 1.3 
1909. 79,671 .9 1934 204;000 1.6 
1910 -83.045 .9 1935 218,000 1.7 
1911 89.219 1.0 1935 235~OOO 1.8 
1912 94.318 1.0 1937 249,000 1.9 
1913 91.307 .9 1938 244.000 1.9 
1914 .100,584 1.0 1939 251,000 1.9 
1915 104.298 1.0 1940 264,000 2.0 
1915 114.000 1.1 1941 293,000 2.2 
1917 121,564 1.2 1942 321,000 2.4 
1918 116.254 1.1 1943 359,000 2.6 
1919 141,527 1.3 1944 400,000 2.9 
1920 170.505 1.6 1945 494,,000 3.5 
1946 613,000 4.3 
flu.s. Public Health Servioe. Marriage and D1vorce Statistios 
United States. 1946. Vital Statistics--Special Reports. National 
Sumnaries. Vol. 27. No. 10. Oct. 24. 1947. p. 175. 
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Divoroe rates per 1,000 populntion inoreased from .6 divoroe in 1896 
to 4.3 divoroes in 1946. Thus divoroe rates for the U.S. inoreased 711 
per cent during this 51-year period. Approximately 375 per oent of this 
inorease came from 1940 to 1946. -
Though divoroe data are not available for the United States 8S a whole, 
it is safe to assume that total divorces were lower tor 1947 than for 1946, 
on the basis of total di vorcea granted in Utah and Iowa for these two years. 
In 1946" total divorces granted in Iowa were 9,,905,1 and in 1947, total 
divorces dropped to 7,018.2 In 1946~ total divoroes granted in TJtah were 
3,433.2 and dropped to 2,5453 in 1947~ 
It is of interest to note the effeot of war upon di voroe. In World 
War I, the U.S. entered the 1'lS.r in the spring of 1917. and the total 
number of divorces was higher for 1917 than it had been for 1916. However, 
in 1918. the total number or divoroes dropped below that of 1917, indioat-
ing that war may reduoe the number of' divorces. However, in 'World War II 
divoroes inoreased each year throughout the war period. Thus YIorld War II 
was aocompanied by an increase in divorce, whioh runs counter to PanuIlZio t s4 
statement to the effect that war has a tenden~ to deorease divoroe. 
Panunzio's statement may hold true for wars in general, but evidently World 
War II was an atypical -war. It was aooompanied by hiGher wages. inoreased 
mobility, and serious oongestion in housing in -war industry .areas. 
lPrlvate oanmunicatlon from Iowa Depnrbnent of Vital Statistios. 
2U.S. Publio Health Servioe. llarriage and Divoroe. 1946. p. 166. 
3pri 'Vate communication frCJID. Utah Direotor o£ Vi tal Statistios. 
4 Panunzl0. OPe oit •• p. 15. 
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laten divorce rates are given per 1,000 population, it is hard to 
visualize what the resulting figures mean. In order to mnke them more 
real. a ratio between divorces and marriages is computed and the results 
are given in terms like "one marriage in every three are ending in divoroe". 
Actually. as generally oomputed,' such a method is not very aoourate, due to 
the variation in marriage and divoroe rates trcm one year to another. a 8 
well as fran one .tate to another. Counties also differ oonsiderably in 
respeot to marriage rates. 
Probably a more aocurate way \\QuId be to compare the number of divoroes 
for a given year with the average number of marriages for the previous ten 
years. By this method it was determined the average number of marriages 
1 
per year for the U.S. for the ten years prior to 1946, was 1.525.130. and 
when this average is oanpared to total divorces for 19,46. the ratio is 
approximate:q 40 d1 voroes for every 100 marriages. 
It the divoroe rate for the U .B. should happen to remain at the same 
level during the nerl frnt years that it was in 1946. and marriage rates 
remain about the S8mB as for 1936-1945. then about 40 marriages out of 
every 100 would be expeoted to end in divorce. However, neither divoroe 
rates. nor marriage1'rates. are statio, but rather are oonstant1y changing, 
and the proportion of divorces to marriages will var,y. depending on the 
way that marriage and divorce rates move in the future. 
!u.s. Publio Health Servioe, OPe 'oit •• p. 174. 
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The extensity of divorce in selected rural areas in Utah and Iowa 
The divorces by year for eaoh of the two selected rural areas are 
given in Table 11. 1n 1896, a total of 5 divoroes were granted in the 
Utah rural area..1 whereas. 68 were granted in 194'{. ln the lows. rural area..2 
21 divorces were granted in 1896. and 59 in 1947. ~us. it is very evident 
that the total number of oivoroes p.;ranted per year has lncreaserl greatly 
in these two rural areas. 
Divoroe rates offer a much better means of oomparing the two areas. 
as they take into acoount population as well a8 number of divorces. Beoause 
there is a oonsiderable ru:lourrb of year to year variation in the divoroe 
rates for the two areas. the 52-year period was divided into ten periods 
ot 5 years each. and one period of 2 years. In Table 12, the divorce rates 
for each area ere &iven. as well as the avera&e divorce rate for each period, 
This diviSion into periods causes the trend to show up to better advantage. 
Index rumbers are also inoluded for each period, whioh show the increase 
in divorce rates. 
Durill6 the first few years that this study covered" the Utah rural 
area was characterised by a high degree of religionlsm, religious hamo-
geneity, and the village type of settlem&nt, in contrast to the Iowa rural 
a~a. The two areas were oompared ror the years or 1096 to 1905. and for 
this period, the Utah rural area r.ad a divorce rate which avoraged .42 
lUtah rural area as here used designates Beaver, Iron and Wa&hington 
oounties. 
2 Iowa rural area as here used designates Greene and Hamilton counties. 
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Table ll.a Divorces in seleoted Utah and Iowa rural areas~ 
1896-1941 
Yea.r Utah Iowa Year utah Iowa 
1896 5 21 1921 10 25 
1897 5 21 1922 24 32 
1898 S 24 1925 14 23 
1899 5 28 1924 10 11 
1900 2 28 1925 13 30 
1901 2 25 1926 20 30 
1902 3 28 1927 19 36 
1903 6 23 1928 26 22 
1904 10 25 1929 20 30 
1905 8 lZ 1930 30 S1 
1906 3 23 1931 26 26 
1907 11 2B 1932 32 42 
1908 7 16 1933 18 36 
1909 1 22 1934 24 56 
1910 4 26 1935 21 43 
1911 9 29 1936 41 50 
1912 6 34 1937 SO 47 
1913 '/ 24 1938 42 3S 
1914 18 M 1939 35 43 
1915 10 34 1940 36 43 
1916 14 38 1941 23 40 
1917 14 32 1942 22 44 
1918 14 23 1943 28 54 
1919 22 33 1944 35 51 
1920 11 25 1945 35 54 
1946 69 81 
1941 68 5,9 
8. For sources of data for this tablo consult Appendices A l'I.nd 'B. 
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Table 12- Divorce rates for selected Utah and Iowa. rural 
areas and United States: 1896-1947 
Year U.S. a. Utabb Iowa b Year U.S.a Utahb Icwa.b 
1896 .6 .5 .6 1921 1.5 .6 .7 
1897 .6 .4 .6 1922 1.4 1.3 .9 
1898 .7 .3 .7 1!123 1.5 .7 .6 
1899 .7 .4 .8 1924 1.5 .5 .5 
1900 2- ~ ...&.. 1925 1.5 ~ ~ 
Ava. .66 .35 .68 1.48 .77 .70 
In. Ho. 100 100 100 224 220 103 
1901 .8 .2 .7 1926 1.6 1.1 .8 
1902 .8 .3 .8 1927 1.6 1.0 1.0 
1903 .8 .5 .6 1928 1~7 1.3 .6 
1904 .8 .8 .7 1929 1.7 1.0 .8 
1905 
....!!L .6 -!i- 1930 1.6 1.5 -!!.. 
-;47 . Ave. .80 .62 1.64 1.19 .80 
In. No. 121 134 91 248 340 118 
1906 .8 .2 .6 1931 1.5 1.3 .7 
1907 .9 .8 .8 1932 1.3 1.6 1.1 
1908 .9 .5 .5 1933 1.3 .9 .9 
1909 .9 .1 .6 1934 1.6 1.2 1.5 
1910 .9 .3 
-!L 1935 1.7 1.3 1.2 
Ave. .88 .39 .64 1.48 1.23 1:09 
In. No. 133 III 94 224 351 160 
1911 1.0 .6 .8 1936 1.8 1.9 1.4 
1912 1.0 .4 1.0 1937 1.9 1.4 1.3 
1913 .9 .5 .7 1938 1.9 1.9 .9 
1914 1.0 1.2 1.0 1939. 1.9 1.6 1.4 
1915 1.0 .6 b!L 1940 2.0 1.6 1.2 
--;67 r:oo -Ave. .98 .87 1.67 1.21 
In. no. 148 164 128 288 477 176 
1916 1.1 .9 1.1 1941 2.2 1.0 1.1 
lS17 1.2 .9 .9 1942 2.4 1.0 1.2 
1916 1.1 .8 .6 1943 2.6 1.3 1.5 
1919 1.3 1.3 .9 1944 2.9 1.G 1.4 
1920 1.G .6 
..L 1945 3.5 1.6 hl... 
Ave. 1:2'6 --:89 .84 '2:72 "'f:2'8 1.34 
In. No. 191 254 124 ·n~ 366 197 
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Table 12. (continued) 
Year a U.S. 
.Mean average I Utah .98 
Iowa .93 
Year 
1946 
1941 
Ave. 
In. No. 
U.S. 
4.3 
a Utahb Iawab 
3.1 2.3 
3.1 1.6 
3.09 I':'96 
a83 281 
~.s. Public Hoalth Servioe. Varriage and Dl~oroa~ 1946. p. 175. 
b. 
See Appendices C and D. 
divoroe per 'year. and the divorce rate for the Iowa rural area 'W8.S .67 
divorce. In order t~ detormine if these differenoes wore signlricant~ 
a.nal~rs1s of 'Variance was used. The anal:Tois of 'VUrlnnce VJUD com~mted on 
the differential between the rate for each area und the U.~. rate for eaoh 
year, and this had the effect of removir~ the upward trend in the data which 
might lulV6 affeoted the analysis. 
The results of the ane.lysis nrc given in Table 13. The F. value of 
10.5539 is highly sienir~l.cant, and there is leas than a 1 per cent chanoe 
that the di.fferenoes between the two areas could hcve been due to rnLdom 
variation. The oonclusion is that the divorce rote .for the Utah rural 
area is significantly lower tha.n the divorce rate for the Iowa rural area 
for the period of 1896-1905. 
For the 52 years inoluded in this study. the divoroe rate was .98 
divorce per yoar for the Utah rural area and .93 divorce i'or the iowa. 
rural area. In order to date mine if this dii'i'erence might be utatistio-
ally signifiea.'"lt, analy8is or vari!tnoe ~s co~'DUted on the differential 
a Table IS. Analysia of varianoe on differential between 
divorce rates for U.8 .. and selected Utah and 
Iowa rural areas. 1896-1905 
Souroe of variation Degrees ot Sum ot squares Mean square 
freedom 
Between areas 1 .S125 .3125 
Unexplained 18 .53S0 .02961 
Total 19 .8455 
F. equals .3125/.02961 equals 10.5539** b 
To be highly significant an F. value of 8.28 or groater is needed. 
aFar oomputation and tables of analysis of varia.nco soe .appendix E. 
b Snedecor. George W. Statistioal methods. luntts. Collegiate Press. 
19S8. p. 185. 
between tho divoroe rates for the two rural areas. and the divorce rate 
tor the U.S. for each year. In t.ltis D..."W.lysis. an F. value at .2975 was 
found, whioh is tar below the value neoessary for significance. The 
results are given in Table 14. 
The 5-Jear averabes, for the rural arens. taken from Ta.bla 12, are 
presented in graphical tom in Figures 3 and 4 a.nd they clearly show what 
has taken place. The utah rural area had a lower divorce rate to begin 
with, but it has risen more rapidly than the divorce rate for the Iowa rural 
area. The actual inoreases are from .38 divorce tor the 1896-1900 period 
to 3.09 for the 1946-1947 period for the Utah rural area. and from .68 
divorce up to an annual rate 01' 1.95 divoroes per year for the Iowa rural 
area for the srune length 01' time. 
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Table 14. Analysj.s of 'Variance on differential between 
divorce rates for U.S. and se1eoted Utah and 
Iowa rural areas, 1896-1947 
Sou roe of variation Degrees of Sum of squares Mean square 
freedom 
Between areas 1 .0701 .0701 
Unexplained 102 24.0290 .2356 
Total 103 24.0991 
F. equals .0701/.2356 equals .2975. 
To be significant at 5 per cent level, an F. value of 3.94 or 
higher would be necessary. 
a . For computat10n and tables of analysis of ~rianoe Boe Appendix F. 
b Snedeoor. 0E- cit., p. 187. 
With the exception of the period of 1941-1945. the divorce rate has 
been higher in each period since 1911-1915 in the utah area. This seems 
to indicate the !.formon village type of settlement; found in tho Utah rural 
area. \uth its high degree or reliGious homogeneity. is less resistant to 
ohange than the Iowa type of dispersed farm settlement. 
The striking difference in di voroe rates for the 1946-1947 period 
between the tTlO areas may indicate the "'!ore rnpio seculnrization of the 
Utah area. and if so. divorce rates will probably remain higher during the 
next several years. 1l0\'1Gver, there is another possible explanation. 
Figure 3 oleal"Oly indicates that tho d ivoroe rate dropped du ring the 1941-
1945 period in the Utah rural area. Perhaps it indicates that more people 
were waiting until the end of the war to obtain their divoroes. .An 
.48. 
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aocumulated backlog of people desiring divorces might account for the 
exceptionally high divorce rates for 1946-1947. An intensive study of 
the people who obtained divoroes during this period might indicate what 
.the-explanation is. and verify or refute the above explamttion. 
The investigator believes that secularization has taken plaoe to the 
extent that the divoroe rate will remain hiGh in the Utah rlral area and 
that several factors account for this. Until modern automobiles and modern 
hlgh\"ilUys ware developed, the communities in the Utah rural area were rel-
ati vely isolated. This isolation .. s ended to a great extent with the 
de"V&lopment of the National Par-<"s in southern Uta.n, and modern means of 
transportation. Religion5.sm has deolinod and grenter emphasis is being 
placed upon making money. In the village communities, and particu !arly 
in the larger towns, group pressure to conform to the standards of the 
L.D.S. Churoh is on the decline, and th& sum total seems to be a ohange 
in point of view. Aft'er careful analysis, the investigator :feels the 
higher divorce rates are likely to be a pennanent part of the oommunity 
situation in the future. 
The index munbers will be taken up more tully in another section. but 
it should be mentioned here, that leaders in rural oornmunlties should be 
interested in tho increase in divorce, when it has inoreased 883 per oent 
over a period or 52 years. Thisw8.s the increase in the Utah rural area, 
as measured by index numbers. 
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The total divoroes granted each year in the two seleotod urban 
areas are given in Table 15. 
Table' 15.& Divorces in selected Utah and Iowa urban 
areas, 1896-1947 
Year Utahb Iowa 0 Year 
1896 91 129 1926 
1897 96 141 1927 
1898 86 142 1928 
1899 84 206 1929 
1900 131 203 1930 
1901 131 233 1931 
1902 167 251 1932 
1903 205 293 1933 
1904 225 260 1934 
1905 190 291 1935 
1906 219 384 1936 
1937 
1916 388 519 1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1922 311 113 1942 
1923 544 893 1943 
1924 501 863 1944 
1925 612 909 1945 
1946 
1947 
aFor sourcos of data see Appendix G. 
b The Utah urban area is Salt ~e County. 
c The Iowa urban area is Polk County. 
utahb Iowa 0 
612 861 
585 823 
604 7'/8 
563 889 
594 818 
579 803 
364 668 
515 640 
603 841 
552 796 
633 096 
621 891 
694 903 
718 882 
879 928 
872 1,077 
841 1.007 
1,091 1,112 
1,083 1.273 
1.441 1.495 
1.816 1.984 
1,286 1,271 
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One of the most obvious things in Table 15 is that with the exception 
of 1947 .. the Utah urban areal has had fewer divoroes in eaoh year than the 
Iowa. urban area.2 even though the Popu~tion of the Utah urban area haa 
been larger than the pOp.11ation of the Iowa urban area, aime 1910. 
On& of the interesting things in Table 15, is the fact that total 
diTorC8a dropped in both areas in 1942. the first year of World War II. 
Interest 121 heightened by the fact that this is opposite to what happened 
in the U.S •• Where diToroes inoreased in 1942. This indicates that differ-
ent factors may haTe varied in thei l' intensity in different parts of the 
nation. Perhaps the utah urban area and the Iowa urban area were less 
affeoted by the war dislocation than some other areas were. Or it may be 
that they reacted differently to the start of tho -war. 
Another interesting Change is the decided drop in 1947 divorce totals. 
The decrease in number of divorces from 1945 to 1947 ~8 29 per cent in 
the .Utah urban area. and 36 per oent in the Iowa urban area. 
Table 16. which lists the divorce rates for the two urban areas for 
the years in which data are a'V8.ilabl&. gives a better oomparison of divorce 
in the two areas. It is readilyapP8.rent that divorce rates have been 
10lfttr throughout the entire length of time the study covers in the utah 
urban area. where the average divorce rate has averaged 3.01 divorces, where-
a8 in the Iowa urban area the di,-orce rate has averaged 4.43 divorces per 
1000 population. 
lutah urban area designates Salt lake Countj- which _8 selected 1'or 
this study. 
2Iowa urban area designates Polk Count"}' wh.1oh was seleoted. tor this study. 
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Table 16. Divorce rates, selected Utah and Iowa urban areas and U.S. 
Year 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
Ave. 
In. No. 
1901 
1902 
190:; 
1904 
1905 
Ave. 
In. No. 
1906 
In. No. 
1916 
In. No. 
a U.S. 
.6 
.6 
.7 
.7 
.7 
:66 
100 
.8 
.8 
.8 
.8 
.8 
:so 
121 
.8 
121 
1.1 
167 
1922 1.4 
1923 1.5 
1924 1.5 
1925 1.5 
Ave. "1':415 
In. No. 217 
1.3 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
1~7 
T:32 
100 
1.6 
1.9 
2.2 
2.3 
1.8 
I:"'97 
149 
2.0 
151 
2.6 
197 
1.9 
3.2 
2.9 
3.5 
2.81 
217 
C Iowa 
1.7 
1.9 
1.8 
2.5 
2.5 
2:'69 
100 
2.7 
2.9 
3.2 
2.8 
3.0 
2.92 
140 
4.2 
201 
4.9 
5.6 
5.3 
~ 
5.35 
266 
Menn tor above years I U.S. 1.62 
Utah 3.01 
lana 4.43 
Year 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
Ave. 
In. Ho. 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
Ave. 
In. No. 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
Ave. 
In. No. 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
Ave. 
In. i~o. 
u.s.a 
1.6 
1.6 
1.7 
1.7 
1.6 
1.60 
242 
1.6 
1.3 
1.3 
1.6 
1.7 
l.4a 
224 
1.8 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
2.0 
1:90 
288 
2.2 
2.4 
2.6 
2.9 
3.5 
2.'74 
415 
3.4 
3.2 
3.2 
3.1 
5.1 
3.18 
241 
3.0 
2.9 
2.6 
5.0 
2.7 
2.82 
214 
3.1 
3.0 
3.3 
3.4 
4.2 
3.4I 
258 
4.0 
3.7 
4.7 
4.5 
hl.. 
4.56 
345 
1946 4.3 7.1 
1947 3.5(Est) 4.9 
Ave. 5:97 
In.No. 452 
IowaC 
5.2 
4.9 
4.6 
5.2 
4.7 
4.9'3 
236 
4.6 
3.8 
3.6 
4.6 
4.5 
i:I7 
200 
4.8 
4.7 
4.7 
4.6 
4.7 
4.7i 
225 
5.4 
5.0 
5.5 
6.2 
7.2 
s:aa 
281 
9.5 
S.o 
r;;ro 
368 
aU•S• Publio Health Servioe. Marriage and Divoroe. U.S. 1946. p. 175. 
bSee Appendix H. Data tor Salt I.e.ke County. 
o. C See Append lX H. Data for Salt Lake ounty. 
d Averages for Utah and Iowa urban areas were canputed for five-year 
period by dividing average population by average number of divoroes. 
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In order to test the sigllii'icance or the difference in divoroe rates 
between the two areas I analysis of variance lias computed on tho differ-
ential between the divorce rates for the two urban areas I and the U.8. 
divorce rate. Tlw results are given in Table 17. 
Table 17.8. Analysis of variance on differential between 
divoroe rates for U.S. and selocted utah and Iowa 
urban areas" 1896-1947b 
Souroe of -mriation Degrees at Sum of squares Mean square 
freedom 
Between areas 1 58.5107 38.5107 
Unexplained 74 36.1992 .4892 
Total 75 74.7099 
F. equals 38.5107/.4892 equa.ls 78.7218*. 
F. value needed to be highly sisnif'loe,nt is 7.010 
aFor data on V/hich analysis of varianoo is computed, see Appendix 1. 
bThe '1896-1941 period does not inolude the years of 1907-1915. and 
1917-1921. as data were not a:vailab1e. 
The F. value is highly significant, and it indioates that there i8 
less than a 1 per cont chance of the differenoe being due to random var-
iation. It is safe to oonclude that divoroe rates are significantly 
loner in tho Utah urban area than they arc in the Iowa. urban area. This 
supports tho seeond hypothesis of this StudY2 
An urban area characterized by a relatively high degroe or 
religious homogeneity a.nd religionisn would havo len/or divorce 
rates than an urban area chare.cterized by a rolatively low 
degree ot religionism:and religious heterogeneity. 
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Apparently the effects or the L.D.G. religionism is more cl6ar~ 
shown in the oomparison of the two urban areas. beoauao the two areas are 
very comparable in other respects. The differenoe in ~l1giOUB homogeneity, 
and rel:igionism, seems to be th~ main no:i..nt of dU"f'eron'}o 'hatween tIla two 
areas. It nrust be recognized that divorce rates are increaa in{; quite 
rapidly in the Utah urban area. Wlich emphasizes the influenoe a national 
trend exerls. even in an urban area with a relatively powerful religious 
influence. 
In studying Table 16. it becomes apparent that the U.S. divoroe rates 
between 1920 and 1930 reaohed their peak in 1920 and 1929. In contrast, 
tm peak was reaohed in both urban areas in tho year of 1925. From. 1925 
the divoroe rate eteadily deolined in the utah urban area. until the 
lowest level \19.S reached in 1933. On the other hand, the divoroe rate 
decline was 1e8s consistent in the Iowa urban area, as it went up in 1929. 
but it reached the lowest level in 1933. In the U.S., divorces deolined 
from their peak: in 1928 and 1929 to their lowest level in 1932 and 1933. 
Figures 5 and 6 graphically present the data oontained in Table 16 
for the various periods. In these charts oerta:tn thin~s stnn1 out. For 
one thing, the divorce rata for the Utah urban area has shown a more steady 
inQrease upward. Tdth only a reversal in the 1931-1935 period. On the 
other hand, the Iowa urban area showed a reversal of trend trom. the high 
point ot 1922-1925. with divorce rates desoending to the lowest level in 
1931-1935 and prior to 1941-1945, the highest level for divorce rates "AB 
in the 1922-1925 period. It is diffioult to aocount for these differenoes 
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between the two areas. as they ehow up very distinctly, but it is possible 
that different economic; oonditions in the two areas may acoount for muoh 
of' the dH'ferenoe. 
Though it may seem oontradioto~ •• tl>.e aotual increase in divorce 
rates fran 1896-1900 to 1946-1947. 1Ia& graater in the 107.'8. urban area, 
than. in the utah urban area, tut the peroentage of inorease Wl8 greater 
in the Utah urban aroa than it 'WaS in the Iowa urbml area. Table 18 gives 
the aotual inorease in divorce rates between these periods. 
Area 
Iowa 
Utah 
Table 18.6. Increase in divorce rates in selected 
urban areas of Utah and Io-wa 
Divot"C1J rate 
1896-1900 
Divorce ratp. 
1946-1947 
7.70 
5.91 
Increase in 
divorce rate 
5.61 
4.65 
a For divorce rates for periods listed above, see Table 16. 
From the above table it becanes rendily apparent that the actual in-
orease in divoroe rates has been greater in the lomJ. urban area. than in the 
Utah urban area. which bears out the first pirt of the apparent oontradiction. 
As indicated by the index numbers in ':rable 16. tho peroentage inorease 
of divorce rates is 452 'Per oent for tho Utah urban area and 368 per oent 
for the Iowa urban area. This peroentage inoronso is trom 1096-1900 to 
1946-1947. vihich &ubstantiats8 the second part of the apparent contradiction. 
57. 
Increase of divorce in selected areas 
'Figures 3:J 4. 5 and 6, indioate the great difference between the 
urban arens and the rural areas in respect to di voroe rates. The di.ffer-
encus are so large that the. investigator felt that no test of aignifioanoe 
ViaS necessary. Durillg each of the periods the divoroe rates in the urban 
areao have been much higher than the divorce rates in the rural areas. 
nw investigator feels that even though religit"ms homoger..eH;y 1s 
remaining fairly constant, the effect of religion r..as declined in the utah 
areas, and that the decline has been greater in the Utah rural areal than 
2 in the Utah urban area. Objectiw information may not be available at 
this timo to Sul1stantiate this belief, 1'ut '!;he investigator believes that 
objeotive measures can be used at s ana future time to verify this position. 
The index numbers for the various areas by five-year periods are given 
in Table 19. A perusal of the index numbers in the five oolumns brings 
to view the fact that throughout the years oovered by this study, with the 
exoeption of tho 1941-1945 period. the utah rural area has shown the 
greatest percentage increase in divorce. The iDdex numbers. -whioh indioate 
this ohange. increased frQn 100 for the 1896-1900 period. to 883 for the 
1946-1947 period. micb. is an inorease of' 883 per cent. In oontrast, the 
index numbers for the Io"\1&. rural area showed an inorease from 100 to 288. 
Which is a 288 per cent inorease. In the two seleoted urban areas, the 
lUtah rural aroa: rafers only to l.!oavel.". Iron, and Wa.shin~ton oou.nties • 
• 
2utah urban area refers only to Salt lake county. 
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a Table 19. Index numbers showing increase in divorce rates 
for selected Iowa and Utah areas and U.S. 
Period utah Utah Iowa Iowa TJ.S. 
rural urban rural urban 
1896-1900 100 100 100 100 100 
1901-1905 134 149 91 140 121 
1906-1910 III 151 (1906) 94 185 (1906) 136 
1911-1915 164 128 148 
1916-1920 254 19~(1916) 124 20'7b (1916) 191 1921-1925 220 21'7 . 103 256 224 
1926-1930 340 241 118 236 242 
1931-1935 351 214 160 200 224 
1936-1940 417 258 178 225 288 
1941-1945 366 345 197 281 415 
1946-1947 883 452 288 368 
a Souroes of data are Tables 12 and 16 and Appendices C. D, and H. 
b Uta.h and Iowa urban area period is 1922-1925. 
inorease was 452 per oent for the Utah area, and 368 per cent for the 
Iowa area. The above results support the third hypothosis of this study 
that: 
The areas, rural and ur-ban, where re1igionism 1s deolining 
would shay 1e8s resistanoe to social ohange, as measured by 
divoroe rates, than areas where religionism is lower to be&in 
with, but more stable~ 
To further emphasize the differences in percentage inorease of 
divorce. Figures 7. 8. 9. and 10 were prepared. These charts indioate 
vmat has already been mentioned in respect to tho percentage increase of 
divorce rates being &reater in the two Utah areas. The rural areas show 
the highest and lowest increases in divorce. of the four areas included 
in this 8tudy. 
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Divorco rates for groups of Iowa counties 
The fifth hypothesis of this study is: 
That in a highly agricultural state. divorce ra.tes for 
counties would vary with the degree at urbanization. as 
measured by the size of the largest town in the oounty. 
In order to test this hypothesis, the counties 01' 1ov.'8. V!~re divided 
into £i ve groups according to the size of the largest town or city in the 
county. 
Group I inoludet 23 counties "mere the pOp'J:lation of the largest 
town is under 2.499. 
Group II includes 34 counties where the popu1ntion of the larGest 
town is between 2,500 and 4.999. 
Group III includes 22 counties where the population of tho largest 
oity is between 5.000 u!'.d 9 .. 999. 
Group IV ino1udes 9 counties where the population of the largest 
oity is betlvean 10.000 and 24,999. 
Group V inoludes 11 counties where the population of tho largest. 
city is over 25.000. 
The number of divoroes granted each year in each county were secured 
for the years ot 1922 to 1947. along with the oensus population figures 
tor the counties for 1920. 1930. and 1940. For the years at 1941 to 1947 .. 
estitmtes were made on the population change that ocourred during ths 1930 
to 1940 period. This method seemed to be the best nvailable £or wA~ing 
population estimates. The rates were calculated f:or each group 01' 
oounties. by dividing the total number of divorces for eaoh group, eaoh 
year, by the popllation total of all counties in that group for that 
plrtiouhr year. The results are g1 veIl in Table 20. 
Because the data lend themselves to graphical presentation~ Figure 11 
62. 
Table 20. a Divorce rates f'or groups of' Iowa oounties. 
1922 tc 1947 
Year Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V 
1922 .68 .83 1.02 1.55 3.04 
1923 .81 .72 1.12 1.92 3.46 
1924 .67 .68 .92 1.62 3.04 
1925 b .7:5 .70 1.00 1.64 3.33 Average -:n -:7i I:O'2 1:68 3.22 
1926 .75 .69 .97 1.1'7 3.22 
1927 .72 .69 1.00 2.14 3.23 
1928 .11 .72 .99 2.01 3.04 
1929 .19 .11 1.03 1.83 3.45 
. 1930 .84 .79 1.02 1.87 3.22 
Average :7G :n T:05 T:"92 '3:23 
1931 .82 .79 1.02 1.83 2.96 
1932 .65 .62 .8S 1.43 2.40 
1933 .76 .72 .97 1.58 2.54 
1934 .88 .88 1.12 1.65 3.04 
1935 .88 .91 1.01 1.89 3.04 
Average :eo :78 1.01 1.68 z.oo 
1936 .92 .92 1.24 1.79 3.29 
1937 .89 .98 1.26 1.80 3.22 
1938 .84 .85 1.11 1.81 3.13 
1939 .95 .96 1.27 1.90 3.07 
1940 .92 .90 1.26 1.99 3.19 
Average :90 :9i 1:23 T:'86 3.i8 
1941 .93 .95 1.44 2.14 3.43 
1942 .82 .77 1.14 2.09 3.26 
1943 .15 .83 1.22 2.19 3.74 
1944 .98 .91 1.41 2.46 4.38 
1945 1.27 1.28 1.91 3.21 5.19 
Average -:9s -:9i l.i2 2':42 4.00 
1946 1.62 1.76 2.53 4.19 6.62 
1941 1.19 .h!! b!ill. ~ 4.64 
Average 1:40 1.48 2.21 3.57 5.63 
a For sources and computation of ehove d~trt~ see Annend5.oes tT, X, nnd L. 
bAverages for periods are arithmetio mean averages 
of the years in that period. 
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bas been prepared. and present the data given in Tablo 20. 
The differences between the various groups of counties are striking. 
The more urban the group of counties. as measured by the sue of the 
largest town or oity. the higher the divoroe) rate 1s. The only two groups 
which do not show distinct differenoes in divorce rates are Groups I and II. 
the two most rural groups of counties. Their divorce rntcs are very 
similar. and their lines in Figure 11 oross eaoh other several times. 
It seems fairly sa1'e to assume tor the lo~a counties. that urballi~ation 
first shows up in respeot to divorce rates in groups or counties with 
over 5.000 popUlation in their largest t01¥1'ls. 
The differences between the b roups of counties in respeot to divorce 
rates aro 80 large that the investigator felt that a test of significanoe 
was not required. By inspeotion. the differences were felt to be signif-
icant. The data. support the assumption that the more \!l"ban a county is I-
ao measured by the size of its largest town or oity. the higher the 
divorce rate. other things being equal. 
Such a sohemo for groupinG oounties hus praotiool value. Jl..tter the 
oounties are placed in the individual group" the divorce rate fer each 
county can be OOInptred with the divorce rate average tor the grC".lp. 
Counties with very high or very 10\'1 divoroe rates in comparison m th their 
e;roup average oan be selocted for further analysis. 
It is intt)re6ti~ to lloto the e1'i'ect of' tho start1..ng of ~'iorld 'War II. 
"Evidently it reduced the divoroe rate in eaoh group of counties in 1942. 
In Group I the 1941 level or divoroe rates ~s not reached again until 
1944. In Groups II and III the 1941 level of divoroe rates 'WaS not 
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roached again until 1945, although the rates in 1945 were considerably 
higher than the 1941 rates.. In the two most urban groups~ IV and V # the 
divorce rates stayed below the 1941 level for only 1 year, 1942 .. 
In comparing the groups of counties i'or the five-year periods, the 
percontage inoreaoe in divorce rates frcm 1936-1940 period to the 1941-
1945 poriod were computed and are given in Table 21. 
Table 21.8 Inoreases in divorce ratos fron 1936-1940 
to 1941-1945 for groups of' Iewa counties 
a 
Group 
! 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
lncreaae 
5.5 1, 
2.2 ~ 
15.4 <'{ 
30.1 ;t 
25.8 % 
The above peroentagos werG computed fran Table 20. 
As divorce rates dropped in each group of oounties from 1941 to 1942 # 
it supports t11" first part of tho fourth hypothesis of this study, nttmely: 
The immediate effeot of World Yfar II would be to reduce the 
number of divoroes, but its ultimate effect vlould be to 
inorease the number of divorces during the ".ur period. 
Apparently its ultimate effeot ~s to inorease divoroe during the 
war period and partiouJ.e.rly the divorce rate in the urban groups of 
oounties. 
The perosutage increases in divoroe between the groups of counties 
listed above. rather clearly indicate support for the seoond part oJ: the 
fourth hypothesis, whioh was stated as follows: 
66. 
That urban areas suffer more from Ylllr dislocation than 
rural areas do. as measured by inorease in divoroe. 
World War II and divoroe rates in selected areas 
The immediate effect of Amerioa f s entry- in World War II. evidently 
differed between area8. In Table 22. the divorce rates are given for 
the four areas selected for this study for the year 1941 and for 1942. 
in order that oomparisons can be made. 
Table 22.a Changes in divoroe rates for seleoted rural 
and urban areas and for U.S. from. 1941 to 1942 
Area 19U 1942 
Utah rural 1.0 1.0 
Utah urban 4.0 3.7 
Iowa rural 1.1 1.2 
Iowa urban 5.4 5.0 
U.S. 2.2 2.4 
a Source of datal Tables 12 and 16. 
Table 22 illustrates the difference in changes in divorce rates fran 
1941 to 1942 for different areas. as divorce rates inoreased in the U.S. 
However. the only other place in the above table. where an increase in 
divor~e rate took place. was tho Io-WP rural area. 1 ETidently. this 118.8 
nOt typical of what happened on the average in Iowa. as a decrease in 
• divoroe rate from 1941 to 1942 was shown for all five groups of Iowa 
coWlties. 
lIowa rural area refers to Greene and Hamilton oounties only. 
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Both the Utah urban rate 1 and the IOWA urban rate2 showed fairly 
substantial decreases in divorce rates from 1941 to 194~ while the Utah 
rural area,3 remained the same. Thus, the hypothesis held good in some 
areas.~here the tmmediate effeot of ~orld War II was to reduoe divoroe. 
but in other areas "this did not take plaoe. Evidently, different faotors 
were at work in different parts of the oountry. For the U.S. as a whole» 
the tenden~ was for divorce to increase. 
In order to ootnpare the divorce rates for tho 1936-1940 period am 
the 1941-1945 period. along with the increase or deorease in divoroe 
rates frcm one period to the other, Table 23 was prepared. 
Table 23.0. Divorce rates and their inorease for selected 
rural and urban areas and U.s. fran 1936-1940 to 1941-1945 
Area 1936-1940 1941-1945 
utah rural area .1.61 1.28 
. Utah urban area 3.41 4.56 
Iowa rural area 1.21 1.34 
Iowa urban area 4.71 5.88 
U.S. 1.90 2.74 
a Source of data: Tab le8 12 and 16. 
1Utah urban area refers to Salt. Lake County only. 
210wa urban area reiers to Polk County only. 
Inorease 
23( decrease 
34% inorease 
11% increase 
2~ inorease 
44% increase 
3utah rural area reters to Beaver. Iron and Washington ooumies only. 
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Apparently for the areas included in this study, Viorld War II 
affected the urban areas morEt than 1 t did the rural areaa, but i 1;8 
effeot upon the diva roe rates throughout the U.S. 'WaS greater thari it 
1fB.S in any of' the areas se1eoted for this study. It is very reasonable 
that the ei"feots of' a lV8.r 'WOuld be f'e1t less in rural areas than in 
urban areas, as the rural areas probably had less dislocation. orowded 
housing. 'W8.r industry, and 80 on. 
Of the four areas. the Utah rural area was the only one that showed 
an aotual deorease .. but it was 23 per oent. This may be accounted far. 
in part at least, by the possibility that war industry drained off' the 
surplus population and reduced the divoroe rate in the Utah rural area. 
'!'he data in the above table, along with the data on groups of' Iowa. 
counties. seems to indicate that urban areas sur.rered more trom var 
dislocation thnn rural areas did. as measured by inorease in divorce rates. 
Len£)th of' time nnrriages last 
In the colleotion of data fran oourth.ouse records f'or the Utah rural. 
area and the Iowa rural area. careful account 'WSB taken of' the year in 
Tdlioh the marriage was pe rf'orncd and the year in 'Wh i ch tho di voroe vms 
granted. These results were tabulated to deten!line if there was aIl3' 
differenoe between the two areas in this respeot. This data lV8.B not 
available f'or the Iowa rural area prior to 1907 and because of' this the 
data include divorces granted only fran 1907 up to and including tho first 
six months of' 1946. For tho Utah rural area~ the data cover the period 
trom 1896 to July 1st. 1946. 
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The date. are presented in Table 24. An examination ot the table 
reveals that in both areas, the number of divorces granted inoreases up 
to tvro years after marriage, and then starts a gradual deoline. Ill. the 
Iowa rural ar~a. 10.1 per cent ot the divorces are received two years 
after marriage, and 21.1 per cent ot the oouples who eventually reooive 
divoroes, have rece1ved them by the end of two years. In the lTts.h rural 
area, the figures are still higher, as 12.4 per cent of th~ divorces 
are received two years atter marriage. and by the end Qj' the seoond year 
of marriage. 28.7 per oent have been received. 
cahen" working on this same typo of problem for the U.S. as a whole, 
found: 
There is a rapid rise in divoroes virtually from the wedding 
day until the third year of marraige. and then 0:tn:nenoes 
a olose and steady decline in divoroe frequene,y. 
It is unfortunate that Cahen did not give a table listing tho per-
centage- of divorces granted during each year from the time of marriage. 
so that comparisons could be made with the present study. However, as 
they vlere not inoluded in his book, statements have been used as far as 
possible. The difference between Cahen's high point in divorce, which he 
listed as ooourl"ing during the third year of marriage 8.8 compared with the 
high point in this study, cannot be ohecked for statistical signifioance. 
1 Cahen. op. oit., p. 117. 
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a Table 24. Time interval between marriage and divorce 
in seleoted ruml areas in Utah and Iowab 
utah rural area Iowa rural area 
Marriage lastedO If % ot' Aocum. JI % of Aooum. 
total -% total % 
Under 1 year 39 4.7 4.7 46 3.3 3.3 
1 year 98 11.6 16.3 107 7.7 11.0 
2 years 104 12.4 28.7 140 10.1 21.1 
3 yoars 76 9.1 37.8 113 8.2 29.3 
4 years 62 7.4 45.2 100 7.2 36.5 
5 years 61 7.2 52.4 96 6.9 43.4 
6 years 45 5.4 57.8 83 6.0 49.4 
7 years 32 3.8 61.6 62 4.5 53.9 
8 years 37 4.4 66.0 56 4.0 57.9 
9 years 32 3.9 69.6 45 3.3 61.2 
10 years 22 2.6 72.5 46 3.3 64.5 
11 years 25 2.9 75.4 38 2.7 67.2 
layeara 23 2.8 78.2 35 2.5 69.7 
13 years 18 2.1 80.3 33 2.3 '12.0 
14 years 14 1.7 82.0 30 2.2 74.2 
15 yea.rs 13 1.5 83.5 30 2.2 76.4 
16 to 20 years 56 6.7 90.2 126 9.0 85.4 
21 to 25 years 35 4.2 94.4 89 6.4 91.8 
Over 25 years 41 5.6 100.0 114 8.2 100.0 
aAl1 data oollected ~J investigator from courthouse rooords • 
. 
bFor 10wn area, data are for 1907 up 'to ,july I, 1946. For Utah area, 
data are for 1896 up to July 1. 1946. 
°The duration of marria&e was oomputed to the nearest year, exo~pt 
for marriages lasting less than one-year. Marriages lasting nine 
montba or over were olassified as lasting one year. 
In Table 24. it booomes aPtRrent that in the Iowa rural area, over 
half of the divorces are granted before the end of tho seventh yenr of 
married life; whereas in th;; Utah rural area over ht..lf of the divoroes 
are granted before the end of the fifth year of married life. 
Besides the differences already mentioned. the peroentage or oouples 
who reod ved di voroes after 25 years of marriage is oons iderably larger 
in the Iowa area than in the uta.l-t area. 
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It becomes apparent that many marriages end rather ~iokly in 
divoroe. It should also be remenibered that in ll'.any oases. divoroes 
are not applied for until sometime after the actual breakup has oocurred, 
and divorce aotions generally take a period o£ at least one or two months, 
before the intorlooutor,y degree is granted. Probably most divorces 
secured during the first two years of marriage, have aotually lasted 
several months less than Table 24 indioates. It would be most infor.m-
ati-vu if' data were available 'Whioh v .. ould tell of the pre-marital baok-
ground·of these oouples. For instanoe: Row long have the oouples known 
c)t1ch other before marriage? Harl lonG have tr..ey &one -with 68.oh other? 
Viere they engaged before marr1a.ge or Was marriage entered rather on the 
spur at the moment 1 Such data are not available, but ".hen marriages end 
so quiokly in divoroe:t the ll'IOst rel\soT\~hl~ exp18n~t1 on seems to he that 
the marriage was has~.r or ill-advised, or that the couple had not been 
acquainted a sui'fioient length of time. It might also be noted that 
these divorce figures are for rural areas, where one would naturally 
suppose the oouples would knOlY more about .,ach other's baokground and 
"WOuld have had a better chance to beoome wel1-aoquainted prior to 
marri'a.ge. This mould be particularly true in the Utah rural aroa where 
nearly all of.' tho resldenta have a similar religious baokground~ and whers 
tm L.D.S. Churoh Beeks to bring their young people together,. and en-
oourages dancing and other reoreational activities. 
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Throughout Tftble 24. it 1s very apparent that less time elapses 
between the marriage and the divorce in the ute.h rural area. than in the Iowa 
rural area. In order to determine if' these diff'erenc8a were actually stat1s-
tlcally significant. the data were grouped 1mo four divisions as f:hown in 
Table 25. nndch1-square method was used as a test or sig~ifioance. 
Table 25.8. Chi-square teat or time intervals between 
marriage and divorce in selected Utah and 
Iowa rural areas 
Length of time Number or caGes Number of oases Tota.l 
marr ie db Utah area Iowa area cases 
2 years aDd under 241 293 534 
3 to.5 years 199 309 508 
6 to 10 years 168 292 460 
11 years and over 231 452 726 
8S9 "i'389 2'228 
Chi-square equals 25.156*. 
aDam are talt"..on from Table 24. 
bDu~tion of marriat;e was cor-muted to the nearest year. 
Per oent 
22.97 
22.80 
20.65 
32.58 
100.00 
Chi-square method in eff'ect is based upon the assumption that the re is 
no grea.ter difference between the groups than that which might be onoountered 
in tho prooess of sampling from a popuktion. The above value of chi-square. 
25.156 exceeds the needed "value of chi-square to be highly s ignificant.1 
Thus, one my conolude that the differenoes between the Iowa rural area 
and the Utah rural area.. in respect to the time interval between mrriage 
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and .divorce. are not due to random variation. Definitely. marriages 
tend to end earlier in the Utah rural area than they do in the Iowa rural 
area. 
Too 'sixth of the hypotheses of this study reads as followss 
Couples 'WOuld divoroe more qrliokly after marriage in e. rural 
area charaoterized by the dispersed type of farm settlement 
and where religious homogeneity does- not exist, than oouples 
in a rural area characterised by village type of settlement 
and religiou8 hanogeneity. 
Certainly the findings here run contrary to the abovo hypothes is. 
and to the expectations of the investigator. The investigator felt that 
greater group pressure would be exerted on the oouple to make a Buocess 
of marriage under village oondi tions, than would be exerted on a oouple 
living in a dispersed farm area. It is possible that a wife is more of 
an economio asset on a. farm than a wife in a village canmunity. or perhaps 
it is easier for an individual living in a village to move back with his 
folks tha,n is the case when a oouple is living en the farm which they 
operate. It may also indicate that diffusion of the changing attitude 
toward divorce is faoilitated Wlder village conditions. A.t least it shows 
a greater willingness to break off the marriage in the Utah rural area .. 
once the couple decide they cannot 'l"a'·e a BU ccess of the marriage. 
One of the factors which seemed to have a limiting effect upon the 
. " time that narriagea lasted, lias these-called "shotgun marriage. ",here 
the girl had been impregnated. prior to the date of marriage. Data were 
oollected tram the divorce cases of the Utah area in respect to the date 
of marriage and the age of the children. and if the divorce case record 
gave evidence that the first child had been born within the first six 
14. 
months of' married lif'a. it was classified as a "shotgun" marriage. as 
the girl would have had time to f'ind out that she was pregnant. prior to 
the time the m~rriago took place. or the 839 cases where data ,yore 
available in the divorce case records to determine the length of time the 
marriage lasted. 48 cases appoared to be of the "shotgun" variety. lio 
doubt there were ma.IliY more di VOro08 of' this type o:r marriage. but unless 
evidence was olear-out, they were not included in this claasirleation. 
The results are given in Table 26. 
a 
Table 26. Time interval :from marriage to divorce in 
Marriage 
"shotgun" marriages in selected Utah rurel 
area. 1896-1946b 
lasted Number of' Per cent 
cases 
Less than 1 year 7 14.6 
1 year 16 33.3 
2 years 10 20.8 
3 years 6 12.5 
4 years 3 6.2 
5 years 2 4.2 
6 years' 1 2.1 
S years 1 2.1 
9 years 1 2.1 
10 years 1 2.1 
48 100.0 
aData. was gathered by investigator .from courthouse 
recorda. 
b 
Includes divorcos granted u~ to July 1st, 1945. 
Apparently the "life" expeotancy of' such marriages is not very great. 
The arithmetic mean average ia 2.34 years fran marriage to the divorce. 
Moreover, in many of' the marriages of this type, which are listed in the 
75. 
aboVe table as having lasted one or two years ~ actually evidence was 
produced in the divoroe case record, which indicated that the couple 
had never lived together at all. The husband, once the marriage had 
taken place. refused- to support or to live T/ith the girl. 
SeYeral of these marriages were performed under poculiar oonditions. 
In one case, the marriat;e took plaoe in the hospital the day before the 
baby was born, and in another hospital marriage, the baby had already 
been bom at tho time of the ceremony. 
These "shotgun" marriages indicate hen' very insecure such e. tr.n.rriage 
is. -Respect and affection seem to be utterly lacking in most of these 
oas.es, and one wonders if society could deviso a botter monns of providing 
the child with a name and legit1mt1ay, rather than foroing through marriages, 
which oftimes are nothing but mookery of the marriage oeremony. 
Extent of ohildlessness in, divoroe oases in Utah rural area 
Bernard estimates "about two-thirds of all divorces, furthermore, 
1 
are granted to chHdless ooupleD. n This is in substantial agroement 
with Cahen..mo places the peroentage of divorces being' obtained by 
_ 2 
ohildless couples at 63 per cent. Thus it is olearly 8h~Rn that child-
lOBaness is a faotor in the majorit;y of divorce oases in the U.S. by a 
comfortable margin. 
1 Bernard, Jesaie. American family behavior. New York. Harper and 
Brothers. 1942. ~. 98. 
2Cahen, OPe cit., p. 112. 
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In the gathering of data from the di voroe oase records in the 
utah rural area. oare was taken to determine the age and sex of each 
chUd, whose parents had obtained divoroes. When the rosu1ts wore tab-
ulated, it was found that ohildlessness is much less common in divoroes 
in the Utah rural area than in the U.S. The results are given in Table 27. 
a Table 27. Divorces W size of family: Utah rural area, 
1896-1946 
Uumber of children Number of divorces Peroentage 
No children 
One ohild 
Two children 
Three ohildren 
Four children 
Five or more children 
Data. not a:w.ilable 
368 
219 
105 
65 
46 
55 
6s8 
17 
8750 
42.9 
25.6 
12.2 
1.6 
5.4 
6.3 
100.0 
a Data collected by investigator from oourthouse records. 
b Data on divoroes granted in area up to July 1st, 1946. 
cTota1 divorces examined by the investigator in the Utah rural 
area totaled 876. In several cases different parts of the 
information desired was missing, hence the discrepancy noted 
between the total here and elsewhere. 
The seventh hypothesis of this study stated: 
Childlessness is involved in the majority of divorce 
cases in rural areas. 
Certainly the data in this study do not support the ~pothesis. 
Possibly the explanation for the difference in percentages of ohildless 
marriages ending in divorce between the utah rural area and the U.S. 
77. 
as a whole .. !!JJ.:y refleot the fact that childleasnen is much more common 
in the U.S. than it is in the rural areA. of TTtI\h i.nolllded in this study. 
Children of divorced oouples 
One of the main issues involved in divoroe is the effeot upon the 
ohildren. In oolleoting data, the investigator was interested in the 
number of children who were affeoted by divorce in the Utah rural area, 
who the custody of the children 'WaS grantAd to, and what provision was 
made for the support of the ohildren. 
The investigator found that a total of 94:1 ohildren, 18 years of 
age or under, were involved in the divoroe cases during the period of 
1 
time the study oovered. Their age by sex at the time of' tho divoroe 
ot their parents is presented in Table 28. 
Table 28 is used to illustrate the numbar or children that are 
involved in divoroe and the faot that many of them. are inVOlved early 
in life. Regardless of the ege, the iT!l~orlant th:tn~s is the nd.;ustment 
that the ohild is able to make. 1:1 a stud;r of this type it is not 
possible to determine how well the ohildren have adjusted to the divoroe 
of their parents. However, there is some doubt that they would have 
been alliY better ort, living in a home where parents bicker continually, 
than they would be living with one parent·or the other. 
}..s one might suppose, the majority of the children in this study 
were awarded to their mother. It vm.s found that 81.3 per cent of the 
lStudy oovered 1896 to July 1st. 1946 on data for divorce cases 
taken from court house records. 
78. 
a 
Table 28. Age and sex of ohildren involved in di'VOroe 
in selected Utah rural areal 1896-1946b 
Age Roys Oirls Tctt;l.l Age Bo;r8 Girls Total 
Under 1 year 17 M 51 10 years 19 20 39 
1 year 31 27 58 11 years 17 34 51 
2 years 45 56 101 12 years 17 13 30 
:; years 49 40 89 13 years 18 18 36 
4 years 44 35 79 14 years 14 18 32 
5 years 42 31 73 15 years 18 14 32 
6 years 32 26 58 16 years 9 17 26 
7 years 23 22 45 11 years 11 7 18 
8 years 26 25 51 18 years 17 9 26 
9 years 30 23 53 Total i79 469 947 
~a.ta gathered by investigator. 
b Up to July 1st. 1946. 
cases, the ohildren were granted to the mothor~ a.nd those oases In-
eluded 85.5 per eent of the children. This information is presented 
in Table 29. 
It is,. in all probability. the natural thing that the ohildren be 
granted to their mother, as the mother is by nature the most suited to 
oare for them. and probably has more responsibility for their rearing. 
When tho :father is granted the children. he has the problem of trying 
to look after the children and earn a 11 ving at the same time,. and 
oonsequently most men do not want custody of the children. unless they 
have a mother. or sister. or someone else who can assume the rellponsibil-
ity for the care of the c..'lildren. In many cases. the mother finds 
herself in the same difficulty. She has not only the care of the 
chil~"'l. but also is under the necessity of providing a living. 
/' ( 
i 
79. 
Ort1me8 her alternatives are moving back to her f'olks' home. or neglect-
lng the children so that she can work .. or obtaining relief. In many 
cases some provis ion is made f'or mrpport money ror the children .. but 
Table 29.a Dieposition of children 0f divorced paEerrts 
in selected Utah rural area: 1896-1946 
Disposition of Number of Por cent Ntunber of Per oent of 
children cases of cases children ohildren 
To mother 420 87.3 833 85.5 
To father 16 3.3 44 4.6 
Between parents 21 4.4 50 5.2 
To grandparents 3 .6 3 .3 
Child ron to elect Q 1.3 14 1.5 
rUsoellaneou8 2 .4 7 .7 
No award made 13 2.7 21 2.2 
4si 100:0 972c 100.0' 
No minor children 9 
490d 
a All da.ta gathered by in'V'estlgator. 
b Up to July 1st .. 1946. 
crhe figure of 912 minor ohildren .. includes 20 boys and girls of 
the ages of 19 and 20. and three unborn children. 
d The figure of 490 cases .. plus 17 casas ,~th no data. plus 368 cases 
~th no ohildren equals th~ correot tota.l of 875 divorce cases. 
as Table SO indicates. this support money is often inadequato, and in 
many cases no a\"mrd of this type is made. 
Of the 420 cases where the children were awarded to the mother, 
only 283 cases had any provision made for the support of the children. 
Of' the 833 children awarded to the mothers, the fathers assumed some 
responsibility for thoir support in n. property sett1em.ent or through 
the award of support money by the court for 61S. 
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In the oases where support ~oncy w&s awarded, it varied from 
#25.00 per month (mean average) for one ohild to a low of $6.00 per month 
per ohild for eight children. The range on support money for one and two 
ohi1dren was 8.S low as $5.00 per month. It is only too evident that 
$25.00 per month for n mother and ohild is too low to provide adequate 
oare for the child_ and yet this amount is the mean average per month of 
support money for one ohild. In many of the cases with one ohild in the 
f'mnily., less than $25.00 per month vms awarded. In the case of the family 
with eight children .. and a total award of' t50.00 per month, it is very 
e-rldent that the amount; would be inadequate. Only in a limited nu.m.ber of' 
oaa8S oould the \di'e and children live on the amount the father was 
requ ired by tho oourt to pay for the support of the ohildren. 
It might be added here, that h.!l.vin~ the oourt flward support money is 
only "half of the battlo". Time and time agttln_ the wife has to petition 
the oourt to aid in oollecting the support 11l0ney for the ohildron. 
Perhaps cne of the most valid criticisms of the divorce system as it 
is oonstituted at present, is -the fact that in many casell. adequate means 
are not provided for the Daring of the children. 
Data were not kept on the subjeot, but it was very rare that a judge 
would turn down a woman's plea for support money for the ohildren, but 
in many oases, the woman evidently reasoned that she oouldn't get Tfblood 
out of a turniplt. and didntt even try. In other oases the wife may have 
1'J!lnted to be entirely free and "shut" of her husband, onoe and for all. 
rn some cases where the Girl's parents were fairly well-to-do, the parents 
had already made provision to provide support for the children. and the 
82. 
~fe asked for no support money. 
In fairne.s. it should be mentioned that in many cases, the reason 
for the divorce was oonneoted with poverty, and the ohildren 'WOuld be no 
worse oft without the father. In faot, they may even fare better fran a 
financial standpoint as neighbors 'WOuld be more 'Willing to help. 
It might be mentioned that in most of the towns and vi llages in the 
part of Utah that these data oover, rents have been quite low, at least 
until the past two or three years. The houses are not at all fancy, but 
they can be lived in. Practioally every family haa a garden, and moat or 
them keep a oow and ohickens. In Washington County, many varieties of 
deoiduous fruit are grown, and consequently actual cash expenses oan be 
kept quite low. h'ven taking the low living expenses into consideration, 
support money alftlrds seem entirely inadequate to properly care for many 
of the children. 
Statuto£Y reasons given for divorce 
It is to be f'rankly admitted that statutory reasons given in a divorce 
o&Se do not necessarily indicate the real cause for the marriage ooming to 
an end. Generally the plaintiff ohooses the reason that is legally most 
aooeptable, and the divorce complaint is written aooordingly. A man may 
exert extreme physioal cruelty upon the person of his wife, and may give 
her legal oause for a di voroe, but it does not explain why he 1s oruel to 
her. A man making a good salary may fail to support his wife, and in 80 
doing gives legal cause for a divorce, but again, it is not the basic 
cause 'filioh may well be hidden in paychological taotors, oonfliot over 
83. 
family roles, oultural differenoes. or numerous other reasoIlB. 
Over a period of years the reasons given in divoroe oomplaints has 
ohanged greatly. Table 31 illustrates the ohan~es that have taken plaoe. 
It cites the statutory reasons used in the U.S. in 1867. and the stat-
utory reasons given in 1939 in 12 states of the U.S. also inoluded in 
Table 31 are the statutory reasons given in divoroe oases in the Utah 
rural area included in this study for the years of 1936 to 1940. 
Table 31. Statutory reasons for divorce 
Statuto~ reasons a U.S. 1867 u.S. 1939b Utah rural areao 
12 states 1936-1940 
Adultery 33 3.5 0 
Cruelty 13 50.2 21.6 
Desertion 41 33.0 23.5 
Drun1cennes8 3 2.0 1~3 
Neglect 2 8.4 51.0 
l!inor grounds 8 3.0 2.6 
100 100.1 100.0 
a Cahon. OPe oit •• p. 35. 
bU•S• Publio Health Servioe. Vital Statistios--Sneolal Re~ort8. 
June 9. If)43. p. 464. (Original source not availabl~). Quoted by It:.abel . 
Elliott. Scope and meaning of divorce. In, The family, marriage. 
and parenthood. Howard Beoker and Reuben Uill. editors. Boston. 
D.C. Heath and iJompany. 1948. (Not yet off press. Referenoe taken 
from balle,y proof.) (Inoludes Delaware, Florida, Miohigan. Mississippi. 
Nebraska, Maryland, Ol:lahoma. Oregon, South Dakota. Virginia. Wisconsin, 
and Iowa). 
Q From Table 32. Inoludes only divoroes for one oause. 
For the U.S. adultery and cruelty show the greatest amount of change. 
In 1867. adultery was tho statutory reason in 33 per oent of the oases. In 
1939. it was used in only 3.5 per oent or the oases. Cruelty was reapons-
84. 
ible £or13 per cen~ in 1867 and 50.2 per cent in 1939. Certainly 
people have not ch.anged that much during that time. It is also interesting 
to note the dif£orences between the percentages for each statutor,y reason 
for the U~ah rural area ror 1935-1D40, and for the 12 sta~es of the U.S. 
for 1939. In the Utah area, neglect to provide was the statutory reason 
in 51 por cent of the divorce cases, but in the 12 state area, only 8.4 
per cent of the divorces were granted :ror neglect. Also cruelty acoounts 
for only 21.6 per cent of the divoroes in ~he Utah rurnl area, but 50.2 
per cen~ of the d ivoroes in tho 12 states. Certainly one of' the factors 
that enter in, is that some of the states of the 12 do not grant divoroe 
for mglect to provide. It also may indicate that in Utah it is more 
popular to apply ror a divoroe on the grounds or neglect to provide or 
it may indicate groatol" poverty in the Utah 1"U.l"8.1 a.rea. 
Table 32 gives the number of divorces granted in each pcr1.od in the 
Utah rural area. The table indicates some interesting changes that have 
ocourred in statutory reasons for divorce. Of the 19 oases granted on 
the basis or adultery. 15 of them have been granted sinoe 1941. In check-
ine; these eases, it wns fonna that in s~veral of' theM, the husr-and and 
wife had been separated ouring the war. In all of the oases where adultery 
was oharged~ the cases were marked by extreme bitterness. It seems prob-
able that individuals were 'Pite reluotant to charge adultery unless there 
was bitterness involved. 
This reluctance is due, in part at least. to tho !tormon teaohings on 
adultery. llormons believe that !l'.arriar:;es performed in L.D.S. Temples 
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are for ti:1le and eternity. and that the parents and ohildren are sealed 
to each other. This is a very fundamental belief. They also believe 
that ndultory is one of' three ways that the individual oan forfeit his 
marriage ¥artner and childron for eternity. AIlY .iJ.ormon found guilty of 
adultery 16 fonnally excommunicated by the L.D.S. Church. 
:.U1 adultery has bean regarded as a major crime,. and bocause ex-
communication praotically made the individual all outcast. people soeking 
a divoroe would be quite hesitant to file on charges of aduHery. knowing 
the way it would affect the standing of the family in the cO!!l."!lUnity. 
The bi ttemeS8 :found in the oases where adultery l'IaS charged serve to 
bear this explanation 0'..1t •. 
Statistics are not available. but it is also probable that adultery 
is charged less frequently in rural areas than in urban areas due to 
tho larger amount of primary interaction in a rural community .. and where 
it would BOon be known to everyone in town. 
87. 
CHAPl'ER IV. 
DISCTJSSION 
It 1Ill8 not the purpose of this study to determine the basic causes 
that bring about divoroe, nor 'W8.B this study concerned 'With what later 
happened to the oouples who were divorced and their ohildren. Apparently. 
this is one of the areas where acourate information is laoking. How 
JllAll¥ ot the people later make a satistaoto17 adjustment and achieve at 
least a measure ot happiness atter ha.ving umergone a divorce? How long 
do the soars that attend most divorces continue to mar the lives ot the 
partioipants. inoluding the ohildren. Perhaps, moat important ot all, 
What oan be done to help these individuals make a satisfactor,y adjustment? 
Having onoe shown their inability to succeed in this respect, the state 
grants a divorce, and figura.tively 1dpes their hands of the affair. It 
is no longe!" a concern ot the state. Should it not be the conoern ot 
tm state. or ot sooiety to endeavor to aid these people. and to have 
'WaYS. based on 80ience. whereby these people may be helped. It citizens 
are a part of the real wealth of a atate or nation. shouldn't the state 
or nation be oonoerned with their welfare? 
In most oommunit:les # it is possible to find certain individuals who 
have gone through a divoroe, have remarried, and are well-respected, 
apparently quite happy peop,le. They have suoceeded in adjusting their 
lives. It is aleo possible to i"ind individuals 'Whose adjustments have 
been most unBatlstactoxy. both to the individual and to the community. 
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Sometimes the lives of these people are mnrked by extrema bitternesB~ or 
poverty I or are blighted in various other ways. Percentages oftimos are 
only oold. meaningless figures, but 'WOuldn't it be desirable to know what 
the ohanoes of working out II sat1sf'notory life after n divorce are, and 
also the ohanoes or an extremely ur-watistaotory life after a divoroe? 
vmat are the various adjustments that people make to a di voroe and what 
are their reactions? In short, what are the effects of divoroe upon 
thoir liows? 
To the investigator, this represents a real need. 
Suggestions for FUture StudY 
The investigator feels very definitely that the particular rural 
area of Utah which 'WaS included in this study, namely: Beavor, Iron, and 
1tashington oounties. would be an ideal place to study the adjustment of 
people who have been divoroed. and the adjustment of their children. 
It would be possible to find out about praotically all such individuals, 
due to the oamnon religious factor and the ties of relationship with 
people still living in the areas, even if the people affected by divorce 
have moved away. 
Suoh a study would have two major objeotives. ~he effeot of the 
divorce upon the man 8l'lil 'WOman and the ef1'80t of the divorce upon the 
children. !ta;ior emphf!.sis would be dir"otorl tm-mrd determining the 
adjustrumt whioh the individuals have been able to work out. 
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Such a study would involve certain problems. Divoroe is a touohy 
problem, and tor many people whose relatives or friends have gone 
through a divorce. t.l}cy oertainly prefer to let "slecptng dogs lie". and 
not have old unpleasant memories awakened. Relationships are f'ar-
reaching, and of'timea even a distant relative shows a good deal of resent-
ment against anything casting a ref'lection on his relation. Honce. one 
of' the big· problems would be that of discretion in obtaining the nec-
essary data. 
Possible Value of' this study 
An area where divorce haa increased approximately 900 per oent 
over a period of 52 years should oertainly be oonoerr..ed over the matter, 
and should be interelted in takin~ steps through education, or 8 ome 
other means to remedy such a problem. At least it ahould a:uaken oommuni ty 
coIUSoiousness. and a desire to improve the situation. Ii' it does only 
this .. the investigator feels that his erforts ...nIl be repaid. 
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CHAPTER V. 
StOOlARY 
It should be pointed out that the term Utah urban area as used in 
this study refers to Salt Lake County. Likewise, Utah rural area refers 
to Boaver, Iron. and Tjashington counties; Iown urban area refers to 
Polk County. lOllS. rural area refers to Greene and Hamilton aountlolJ. 
1. For the period of 1896-1905, divoroe rates for tho utah rural area 
were .42 divoroe per year pel'" 1,000 population, 8.!ld .67 divorce for 
the 1m-ill rura.l area. This dif'.ference is highly significnnt f'rom a 
statintical viewpoint. 
For the entire period of 1896-1947. the divoroe rate average 'VJaS 
.98 divorce for the Utah arG8 And .93 divoroe ror the Iowa area, 
but the difference i3 not significant. 
2. For the entire period of 1896-1947. the divoroe rate per year, per 
1.000 population average 3.01 divorces for the Utah urbnn area and 
4.43 di voroes for the Iowa urban area. The difference is highly 
signifioant. 
5. The actual inorease in divoroe rate 'WaS greator in the Iowa urbrut 
area than it was in tho Utah urban area between the 1896-1900 period 
and the 1946-1947 period. 
The peroentage inoreases of divoroe rates in the four areas between 
the 1896-1900 and 1946-1947 periods ranged from 883 per cent ~or the 
Utah rul"9.1 area dOVln to 280 ~er oent for the lema rural area, with 
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the i.noreaaea for the two urban areas in between. 
4. When all Ima. conni;ies were divided 'into rive groups on the basis 
of population of their largest town or oity, the differences in 
diwrce rates between the groups of counties were very apparent. 
with the exception of: differences between Groups I and II. the most 
rurall;roups of counties. Otherwise" the more urban the group of 
oounties. as measured by sUe of largest town, the higher the 
di vorce rates were. 
6. Divorces deCtreased in all .fiTa groups of Iowa counties from 1941 to 
1942. The Utah urban area showed a deorease in number of divorces .. 
as did the Iowa. urban area .. but the Iowa rural area showed a slight 
increase in divoroe. For the U.S. as a whole, divoroe totals were 
greater in 1942 than in 1941. 
The period of 1941-1945. during which most of World War II took place. 
showed an increase in divorce over the previous tive-year period of 
1936-1940 .. in all five grall'!''' or Iowa oounties" Ilnd in both. urban 
areas, but sllClwed a decrease in the Utah rural area. 
6. In both tIle Utah and Iowa rural areas the high point in di voroe oornel 
tm years a£'ter the marriage takes plaoe. The ll!arriages tend to last 
longer in the Iowa rura 1 area than in the utah rural a.rea. The 
difference when tested by chi-.quare method is highly s i~ni.floant. 
For "shotguntt mlrriages ending in divorce in the Utah rural area. 
"lUe expeotancy" of' the marriage as determ1ned by oases in this 
study i8 2.34 years. 
7. Childless couples approxtmate 63 per cent ot the divoroing couples 
in the U.S .. and 43 per cent in -thE! Utah rural area. 
8. A total of 94r{ children. 18 years o.f age or under. were involved in 
oases ot: divorced parents in -the Utah rural area from 1696 up to the 
first of July. 1946. 
In approxImately 88 par cent of' the eases in the utah rural area. 
the children were awarded to the mother. 
The arithmetic mean average amount of support money a'Rrded per 
month. -varied from $25.00 per ohild in l-ohild families down to 
#6.00 per month per child in 8-ohild families. 
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CONCLUSIOlID 
The investi~tor 1a well aware of the fact that oonolusions oannot 
be expanded past the area of the study. unless proper sampling has taken 
place. Hence. the fo Hewing eonclus ions are drawn only for the areas 
inoluded in this study. 
1. The conclusion i8 reached on the basis of data in this study. that 
a rural area charaoterized by a high degree of religionism, relig-
. 1 
lous homogeneity. am village type of settlement (Utah rural area 
in this study) would have lower divoroe rates than an area oharacter-
ized by their opposites (Iowa rural area? in this study). But this 
does not neoessari~ hold good when religioniam has deolined. 
2. That an urban area charaoterized by a high degree of religioniam and 
religious homogeneity (utah urban area 3) has lower divorce rates than 
an urban area oharacterized by the opposite set of conditions (Iowa 
urban area 4). 
3. That areas where religionism is deolining as a force (Utah areas in 
this study). show less resistanoe to social ohange as measured by 
increase of divorce than areas where religionism is lower to begin 
with (Iowa areas in this study). 
lUtah rural area refers to Beaver. Iron, and Washington counties. 
2Iowa rural area refers to Greene and Earnilton counties. 
3utah urban area refers to Salt Lake County. 
4 Iowa urban area refers to Polk County. 
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4. World l~ar II did not have the iImlediate effeot of roduoi,Df; divoroe 
in all areas. Over the U.S. as a'11101e. it was accompanied by an 
immediate inorease in divorM. In the urban areas in this study, 
and the groups of Iovm oou~ties, it was aooompanied by a. deoline 
in divorce. 
In all areas included in this study, exoept the Utah rural area. its 
ultimata effect was to inorease divorce during the war period. 
Urban areas (Utah and 10m) suffered more from war dislocation than 
the rural areas (Utah and Iowa), a1: measured by increase in divorce 
rates. 
5. In a highly agricultural state (Iowa). divoroe rates for cwnties 
vary with the degree of urbanization. as measured by the 8ue of the 
largest town in the county. except in those counties where the pop-
ulation of the largest town is 4.999 or la8s. 
G. For the rural areas inoluded in this study. couples who obtain 
divorces obtain them sooner after marriage in the rural area charac-
terized by village type of settl~ent e.nd religious homor,eneity (utah 
rural area). than they do in tho r.lml area charaoterized by dis-
persed type of far.m settlement and religious heterogeneity (Iowa 
rural area). 
7. "Shotgun" marraiges which end in divorce. last a shorter length of' 
time than "non-shotgun" marriages whioh end in divorce (Utah rural 
area) • 
8. Average provision for the support of ahildren of divorced parents is, 
inadequate to properly oare for the chiid (Utah" rural area). 
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APPENDIX 
Year Beaver Iron 
1896 1 1 
1897 3 
1898 3 
1899 5 
1900 1 1 
1901 
1902 2 1 
1903 3 2 
1904 3 2 
1905 4 
1906 1 1 
1907 7 1 
1908 3 4 
1909 1 
1910 2 1 
1911 3 3 
1912 2 3 
1913 6 
1914 10 2 
1915 3 4: 
1916 4 4 
1911 9 1 
1918 5 2 
1919 12 
1920 5 1 
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1 Appendix A 
Divoroes in Utah Rural Area 
r1ashington Total Year Deaver 
3 5 1921 4 
2 5 1922 9 
3 1923 1 
5 1924 2 
2 1925 7 
2 2 1926 t 
3 1921 13 
1 6 1928 8 
5 10 1929 4 
4 8 1930 14 
1 3 1931 7 
3 11 1932 9 
7 1933 5 
1 19M 6 
1 4 1935 8 
3 9 1936 9 
1 6 1931 6 
1 7 1938 11 
6 18 1939 11 
3 10 1940 3 
6 14 1941 4 
4 14 1942 3 
1 14 1943 7 
10 22 1944 5 
5 11 1945 4: 
1946 11 
1947 10 
Iron 'Washington 
3 3 
1 8 
6 1 
3 5 
2 4 
1 6 
2 4 
8 10 
6 10 
10 6 
9 10 
8 15 
2 11 
10 8 
9 10 
13 19 
8 16 
10 21 
12 12 
12 21 
11 8 
8 11 
9 12 
13 17 
16 15 
32 20 
31 27 
1All divoroe data oontained in the above table was taken direot1y 
Total 
10 
24 
14 
10 
13 
20 
19 
26 
20 
30 
26 
32 
18 
24 
27 
41 
30 
42 
35 
36 
23 
22 
28 
35 
35 
69 
68 
from the oounty records of the above three named oounties I with the 
exoeption of 19~ and 1947. l'ilioh was supplied to the investigator 
by the Utah Direotor of Vital Statistics. 
, 
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Appendix B 
Divorces in Imm Rural Area 
Year Greene Hamilton Total Year Greene Hamilton Total 
1896 121 91 21 1921 ~ 172 25 
1897 8 13 21 1922 174 154 32 
1898 7 17 24 1923 85 165 23 
1899 8 20 28 1924 106 76 17 
1900 11 17 28 1925 13 17 30 
1901 10 15 25 1926 117 197 30 
1902 6 22 28 1921 21 15 36 
1903 8· 15 23 1926 118 118 22 
1904 8 17 25 1929 179 139 30 1905 5 8 13 1930 19 12 31 
1906 142 9 23 1~31 11 1510 26 1907 12 162 28 1932 IS10 2611 42 1908 7 9 16 1933 1511 21 36 
1909 13 9 22 1934 2812 2812 56 1910 12 14 26 1935 23 20 43 
1911 15 14 29 1936 25 25 50 
1912 17 17 34 1937 2813 1913 47 1913 16 8 24 1938 15 1814 33 1914 17 17 34 1939 2614 24 60 
1915 13 21 34 1940 2015 2315 43 
1916 173 213 38 1941 16
16 2416 40 
1917 172 152 32 1942 2217 2211 44 
1918 12 11 23 1943 15
18 3918 54 
1919 19 14 33 1944 21
19 3019 51 
1920 18 7 25 1945 1720 3720 54 
1946 25 56 81 
1941 34 25 59 
lu.s. Bureau of the Census. MarriaGe and divorce, 18S7-1906. Part 2. 
p. 717. 
2Data gathered by investigator direot from county reoords. 
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3 U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1,farrin~e fl!l.d di voroe: 1916. p. 41. 
4 
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5 Marriage and divorce, 1923. • p. 46. 
6 Marriage and divoroe: 1926. 61. • p. 
7 lfarrlage and divorce: 1927. p. 71. • 
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11Iowa State Board 
1936. p. 158. 
of Health. F..eport for Biennial F!nding .June 30th. 
12 
.. 
--
Report for Biennifll Ending .Tune 30th, 1938. p. 298 • 
1310wa Division of Vital Statistios. haport for 1938-1939. p. 338. 
14Ipid •• p. 342. 
15Iowa Division of VitRl Statistios. ~port for 1940. p. 278. 
16 Iowa Division of ~itA1 Statistics. Ra~ort for 1941. p. 263. 
I 
17Iowa Division of Vital titatistios. Report for 1942. p. 147. 
18Iowa Division of Vital Statistics. Report for 1943-1944. p. 165. 
19 ~ •• p.157. 
20~nf'ormation supplied to investigator by Iowa Division of Vital 
Statistics. 
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Appendix 0 
Divorces, Population" nnd Divorce Rates for Utah Ru ral Area 
Year Divorce Poe:::lation Divorce rate 
total Beaver Iron rjashin~on Total 
18901 3.3401 2,6852- 4,0093 10,032-
1896 5 3,504 3,201 4,371 11.076 .5 
1897 5 3,531 3,287 4,431 11.249 .4 
1898 :5 3,558 3,373 4,,491 11,422 .3 
1899 5 3,5861 3,46°2 4,552 11,598 .4 1900 2. 3!613 31546 4,6123 1;.1,771 .2 
Ave. 4 11,422 :35 
1901 2- 3.723 3,585 4,663 11,971 .2-
1902- 3 3,834 3,623 4,714 12,171 .s 
1903 6 3,944 3,662- 4,765 12,371 .5 
1904 10 4,055 3,701 4,816 12,572 .8 
1905 8 4.165 3.740 4.857 12£772 .6 
Ave. 5.8 12 ,371 .47 
1906 3 4.275 3,778 4,919 12,972 .2-
1907 11 4,386 3,817 4,970 13,173 .8 
1908 7 4,496 3,856 5,021 13,373 .5 
1909 1 4,607 3.894 5.072 13,573 .1 
1910 4 4.7171 3,9332 5,1233 lZ! 772 .3 
Ave. 5.2 13,373 :39 
1911 9 4,759 4,118 5,287 14,164 .6 
1912 6 4,801 4,304 5,451 14,556 .4 
1913 7 4,844 4,409 5,615 14,948 .5 
1914 18 4,886 4,675 5,779 15,MO 1.2-
1915 10 4,928 4,360 5,943 15!721 .6 
- 14,948 --:S7 Ave. 10 
1916 14 4,970 5,045 6.108 16,123 .9 
1917 14 5,012 5,231 6.212 16~515 .Q 
1918 14 5,055 5,416 6,435 16.907 .8 
1919 22 5,0974 5,G024 
6,600 17,2S!) 1.3 
1920 11 5,139 5,787 6,7644 17,690 .6 
- 16,901 --:as Ave. 15 
1921 10 5,139 5,931 6,830 17,900 .6 
1922- 24 5,138 6,075 6,895 18,108 1.3 
1923 14 5,138 6.219 6.961 18 .. 318 .7 
1924 10 6.138 6,363 7,026 18,527 .5 
1925 13 5,137 6.507 7,092- 18 l 7SS .7 
Ave. 14.2 18,318 -:77 
Year 
1926 
1921 
1928 
1929 
1930 
Avo. 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
Ave. 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
194<) 
Ave. 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
Ave. 
1946 
19476 Ave. 
Divoroe 
total 
20 
19 
26 
20 
30 
23 
26 
32 
18 
24 
27 
25:'4 
41 
30 
42 
35 
36 
36."8 
23 
22 
28 
35 
35 
'2'8':6 
69 
68 
6875 
Beaver 
5,137 
5.137 
5.137 
5.1364 5,l36 
5.124 
5,112 
5.099 
5,067 
5,075 
5.063 
5.051 
5,038 
5,0264 5,014 
5,114 
5,214 
5,314 
5,414 
5,515 
5,6155 
5,715 
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Appendix C. (oontinued) 
POJ:?U1ation 
Iron Washington Total 
6 .. 651 
6,195 
6,90$9 
7,0834 1,227 
. '7.337 
7,448 
7,558 
7,669 
7,779 
7,809 
8,000 
8,110 
8,2214 8,331 
8,325 
8,318 
8.312 
8,306 
8,300 
7,158 
7 .. 223 
7,269 
7,3544 1.420 
'7,605 
7,790 
7,915 
8.1G0 
8,344 
8.529 
8,714 
8,899 
9,0844 9,269 
9,100 
8,930 
8,760 
8,590 
8,420 
8,2505 
8,080 
18,946 
19.155 
19,365 
19.673 
19,783 
19,365 
20,066 
20,350 
20,632 
20,916 
21.198 
20.632 
21,481 
21,765 
22,041 
22,331 
22,6:!:! 
22,047 
22,539 
22 .. 462 
22,386 
22,310 
22.235 
22,386 
22,159 
22,083 
2~,12T 
Divoroe 
rate 
1.1 
1.0 
1.3 
1.0 
1.5 
t:I9 
1.3 
1.6 
.9 
1.2 
1.3 
1:23 
1.9 
1.4 
1.9 
1.6 
1.0 
1:67 
1.0 
1.0 
1.3 
1.6 
1.6 
1:'28' 
lu.s. Bureau of the ConsUl. 1910. Vol. lil. l'opule.tion. p. 869. 
3Ibid ., "fl- 872. 2 E2.!.1., p. 870. 
4U.S. Bureau of the Census~ lP40. Vol. I. Populntion. p. 1080. 
5pr1vato oommunication. Utah direotor of Vital Statistics. 
6Divoroe rate averngo is computed by dividing divorce average by 
average population. 
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Appendix D 
Divorces, POpulntiOll# ~~d Divorce r~tos for IO'.'I'a Rural !l.raa 
Year Divoro! .. PoEulation Divoroe rate 
total ~()ne Hamilton Total 
1890 15,7972 15 .3192 31,116 
1896 21 17,011 17,836 34,847 .6 
1897 21 17 .. 213 18,255 35,468 .6 
1898 24· 17,415 18,6'15 36,090 .7 
1899 26 17 .. 61~ 19,094 36,712 .6 
1900. 28 17,62 19,5142 37 ! 334. .8 
Ave. 24:"4 as.09O :sa 
1901 25 1'7.640 19.487 37,127 .7 
1902 28 17,461 19,461 36,922 .8 
1903 23 17,281 19,432 36,713 .6 
1904 25 17,101 19,405 36,506 .7 
1905 13 16.921 19,3·16 ~_,299 .4 
Ave. 22.8 36.713 .62 
1906 23 16.742 19,351 36,093 .6 
1907 28 16,562 19,324 35,886 .8 
1908 16 16,382 19,296 35,678 .5 
1909 22 16,2032 19,2692 35,472 .6 1910 26 16,023 19,242 35 1265 .7 
Ave. 23 35,678 M 
1911 29 16.067 19,271 35,338 .8 
1912 34 16,113 19,300 35.413 1.0 
1913 24 16,157 19,329 35.486 .7 
1914 34 16,201 19,357 35,558 1.0 
1915 34 16,246 19,386 35 1632 1.0 
Ave. 31 35,486 .87 
1916 38 15,290 19,415 35,705 1.1 
1917 32 16,334 19,444 35,778 .9 
1918 23 16,378 19.473 35,851 .6 
1919 33 16,4223 19.502,. 35,924 .9 1920 25 16,467 19,531v 35!998 .7 
Ave. 30.2 36,861 -:Bi 
1921 25 16.473 19,676 36;,149 .7 
1922 32 16,479 19,820 36,299 .9 
1923 23 16,485 19,965 36,450 .6 
1924 17 16.491 20~11C 36,601 .5 
1925 30 16.497 20,254 36~751 .8 
'25:"4 36.460 --;;rro 
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Yoar Divoroi POEulation Vi vorce rate 
total Greene liamilton Tots1 
1926 SO 1G,504 20,399 36,903 .8 
1927 36 16,510 20,544 37,054 1.0 
1928 22 16,516 20,659 37,205 .6 
1929 30 16,522 20,aS3 37,355 .8 
1930 31 ls,SaSS ~W .. 9783 3r/ ,-50~ .S 
Ave. 29:8 3 r/,205 .80 
1931 26 16,535 20,872 37,407 .7 
1932 42 16,542 20,767 57~309 1.1 
1933 36 16,549 20,661 37~210 .9 
1934 56 16,556 20,556 37~122 1.5 
1935 43 16,563 20,450 37,013 1.2 
Av~. 40:6 r.o9 
1936 50 16,571 20.344 36,915 1.4 
1937 47 16,578 20,239 36,817 1.3 
Is/S8 33 16,585 20.133 36.718 .9 
1939 50 16,5923 20,0283 36,620 1.4 1940 43 16,599 19.922 36,521 1.2 
Ave. 4476 36,718 1.21 
1941 40 16.606 H' ,816 36,422 1.1 
1942 44 16,613 1£1,711 36,324 1.2 
1943 54 16,620 19.605 36,225 1.5 
1944 51 16,627 19.500 36,127 1.4 
1945 54 16,635 19,394 36 I! 029 1.5 
A.ve. 48.6 36,225 '"f:M 
1946 81 16,642
4 19,2884 35,930 2.3 
1947 59 16,649 19,183 35!832 1.6 
tve. 70 35.881 i.95 
lSee Appendix B fOl· S ourees of divorce totals. 
2a.s. Bureau of the Census. 1910. Vol. II. Population. p. 592. 
3 U.S. Burea.u of the r.emms. 1940. Vol. T. PO'P'Jltltion. P. 365. 
4privute oommunioation from iowa Department of Vital ::,ta-tistics. 
5Divorce rate average is oomputed in this study, by dividing divoroe 
average by pOp'.t1o.tion average for eaoh peried. 
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Appendix E. 
D1 voroe Rates for Utah and lo-.... a Selected Rural Areas and U.D. 
and Differentials f'roa U.S .. Rates. 1896-1905 
Year U.S. rate Utah rural Iowa rural Differentials 
area rate area rate Utah Io'W8. 
1896 .6 .5 .6 -.1 
1897 .6 .4 .6 -.2 
1898 .7 .3 .7 -.4 
1899· .7 .5 .0 -.3 +.1 
1900 .7 .2 .6 -.5 f.l 
1901 .0 .2 .7 -.6 -.1 
1902 .8 .3 .8 -.5 
1903 .8 .5 .6 -.3 -.2 
1904 .8 .8 .7 -.1 
1905 .8 .6 .4 -.2 -.4 
Totals 7.3 4.i 6:7 --3.1 -.6 
Mean .13 .42 .67 
For sources of' above data, see Appendices C and D, end Table 12. 
Sum of Utah differentials equals -3.1 
" n Iowa" "- .6 
Total of each differential squared z Utah 1.29 
Iowa .24 
J\.llS.lysis of' Variance on Dlff'erentla1 from U.S. Rate 
Source of' variation lJegrees of' Sum of' squares "~een square 
freedom 
Between areas 1 .:5125 .3125 
Unexplained 18 .5330 .02961 
Total 19 .8455 
F. equals .3125/.02961 equals 10.5539** 
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Divoroe Rates for Utah and Iowa Selected Rural Areas and U.S. 
and Differentials from U.S. Rates. 1896-19471 
Year u.S. rote Utah rural Iowa rural Dit'ferentials 
area rate area rate Utah Iowa 
1896 .6 .5 .6 -.1 
1897 .6 .4 .6 -.2 
1898 .7 .3 .7 -.4 
1899 .7 .4 .8 -.3 +.1 
1900 .7 .2 .8 -.5 1-.1 
1901 .8 .2 .1 -.6 -.1 
1902 .8 .s .0 -.5 
1903 .8 .5 .6 -.3 -.2 
1904 .8 .8 .7 -.1 
1905 .8 .6 .4 -.2 -.4 
1906 .8 .2 .6 -.6 -.2 
1907 .9 .8 .3 -.1 -.1 
1908 .9 .5 .5 -.4 -.4 
1909 .9 .1 .6 -.8 -.S 
1910 .9 .3 .7 -.6 -.2 
1911 1.0 .6 .8 -.4 -.2 
1912 1.0 .4 1.0 -.6 
1913 .9- .5 .7 -.4 -.2 
1914 1.0 1.2 1.0 +.2 
1915 1.0 .6 1.0 -.4 
1916 1.1 .9 1.1 -.2 
1917 1.2 .9 .9 -.3 -.3 
1918 1.1 .8 .6 -.3 -.5 
1919 1.3 1.3 .9 -.4 
1920 1.6 .6 .1 -.9 
1921 1.5 .6 .1 -.9 -.8 
1922 1.4- 1.3 .9 -.1 -.5 
1923 1.5 .7 .6 -.8 -.9 
1924 1.5 .5 .5 -1.0 -1.0 
1925 1.5 .1 .6 -.8 -.7 
1926 1.6 1.1 .0 -.5 -.8 
1921 1.6 1.0 1.0 -.6 -.6 
1928 1.1 1.3 .6 -.4 -1.1 
1929 1.7 1.0 .8 -.1 -.9 
1930 1.6 1.5 .8 -.1 -.8 
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Year U.S. rate Utah rural Iowa rural Dif'ferontialo 
area rate ' area rate Utah Iowa 
--
19S1 1.5 1.S .7 -.2 -.8 
19S2 1.3 1.6 1.1 .... 3 -.2 
1933 1 .. 3 .9 .9 -.4 -.4 
1934 1.6 1.2 1.5 -.4 -.1 
1935 1.7 1.3 1.2 -.4 -.5 
1936 1.8 1.9 1.4 'hI -.4 
1937 1.9 1.4 1.3 -.5 -.6 
1938 1.9 1.9 .9 -1.0 
1939 1.9 1.6 1.4 -.3 -.5 
1940 2.0 1.6 1.2 -.4 -.8 
1941 2.2 1.0 1.1 -1.2 -1.1 
1942 2.4 1.0 1.2 -1.4 -1.2 
1943 2.6 1.3 1.5 -1.3 -1.1 
1944 2.9 1.6 1.4 -1.3 -1.5 
1945 3.5 1.6 1.5 -1.9 -2.0 
1946 4.3 3.1 2.3 -1.2 -2.0 
1947 3.5 (est1:mate ) 3.1 1.6 -.4 -1.9 
Totals 
. 
76.8 51.0 48.3 -25.8 -28.5 
Means 1.48 .98 .93 
I For souroes of date._ oheck Appendices C and D and Table 12. 
Totals, 
Utah rural area: 
D'lfferentia.l 
Sum of each dif'ferential 
squared 
Divoroe rate mean 
1ol'm ru~l area ~ 
Differenti~l 
Sum of each differential 
squared 
Di vorce ro:te mean 
-25.8 
22.4 
.98 
30.05 
.93 
kl'l81ysts of' Variance on Differential from U.S .. Rate 
Source of variation Degrees of Sum of Squares Uean square 
freedom 
Between areas 1 .0701 .0701 
Unexplained 102 24.0290 .2356 
Total 103 24.0~91 
lu.s. Bureau of the CensuS. l\u'riage and Divorce: 1887-1906. 
Par'" 2. p. 740. 
2 lbid •• p. 717. 
3 U.S. Bureau of tho Consus. l:arriago O.lld Divorces 1916. p. 46. 
4 ~._ p. 41. 
5U•S • Bureau or the Census. 1ilrriaga and Divoroe: 1922. p. 88. 
G!bid, p. 78. 
7 U.S. Bureau of the Census. Marriase and Divorce: 1923. p. 56. 
albid., p. 46. 
112. 
9 U.S. Bureau of the Census. Marriage and lJ1vorce. 1925. p. 76. 
lOIbi.?. p. 61. 
1lu.s. Bureau of the Census. ?c'arriat;c and Divorce: 1927. p. 87. 
12 Ibid •• p. 71. 
13 U.S. Bureau of the Census. MArriage and Vivorce: 1929. p. 87. 
14 . . ~•• p. 71. 
15 11.S. Bureau of the Census. Marriage and D1 vorce: 1931. p. 73. 
16 Th °d -=-.., p. 87. 
17 (J.S. Bureau of the Census. !.larriage and Divorce: 1932. p. 27. 
18 lbid •• p. 18. 
19 Divorce totals for eaoh year £rom 1934 to 1945 inclusive were 
obtained by investigator fram Salt Lake County Clerk. 
20Icwa state Foard of Health. Report for niennial Bndin[~ -Tune 30th, 
1936. p. 159. 
21 IoYla State Board of nealth. l\eport for Biennial j:;na..illb Juno 30th., 
1938. p. 299. 
22 Iowa Division of Vital Statistics. Report for 1938-1939. p. 340. 
23Ibid •• p. 344. 
24Icwa Division of Vital Statistics. Hoport for 1940. p. 279. 
251 cwa Division of Vital Statistics. Report for 1941. p. 264. 
2S1owa Division or Vital Statistics. Report for 1942. p. 149. 
27 Iowa Division of Vital Statistics. Report for 1943-1S44. p. 156. 
'lQ ~~Private oommunication from Iowa Divis\on of Vital Statistics. 
SO 
Private ccm:nunioation fron: lovi"a. Director or Vital Statistio8~ 
\ 
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Appendix H 
Divoroes, Population, and Divorce Rates for 
Seleoted Utah and Iowa Urban Areas 
Year Divoroe Population Divorce Divoroe Population Divorce 
total Salt lake rate total l'olk rate 
1890 58,4571 65,4102 
1896 91 70,018 1.3 129 76,.738 1.7 
1891 96 11,945 1.3 141 17.460 1.9 
1898 86 73.811 1.2 142 79,181 1.8 
1899 84 75.1981 1.1 206 80,.9032 2.5 1900 131 77,725 1.7 203 8~ ~624 2.5 
Ave. 97:6 73.871 1.32 165:"4 79.181 2:09 
1901 137 83,095 1.6 253 85,.405 2.7 
1902 167 88.465 1.9 251 88,,187 2.9 
1903 205 93,835 2.2 293 90,968 3.2 
1904 225 99,205 2.3 260 93.750 2.8 
1905 190 104!575 1.8 291 ~.531 3.0 
Ave. 184:"8 93,835 1:97 '265':'6 90,968 2":9'2' 
1906 219 109,6461 2.0 384 99.312 3.9 1910 131,426 110,4382 
1915 388 148,140 2.6 579 136.593 4 .. 2 
1920 159,2823 154,0294 
1922 311 166.246 1.9 773 157,791 4.9 
1923 544 169,728 3.2 893 159,671 5.6 
1924 501 113,210 2.9 863 161,552 5.3 
1925 612 116,69,g, 3.5 909 163,.433 "5.6 
Avo. 49'2 171,474 2:87 '8'59:"5 160.(>11 5.35 
1926 612 180,174 3.4 361 165.314 5.2 
1927 585 183.656 3.2 S23 167,,195 4.9 
1920 60-i 187,136 3.2 778 169,075 4.6 
1929 583 190,620S 3.1 889 170,95~ 5.2 1930 594 l!l4!102 S.l 818 112i83 4.7 
Ave. 5§5;6 187,138 3.18 833.8 169,075 4.93 
1931 579 195.834 3.0 803 175.137 4.6 
1932 564 197,606 2.9 668 177,437 3.8 
1933 515 199.358 2.6 640 179,'136 3.6 
1&34 603 201.110 3.0 841 182.036 4.6 
1935 552 202.86~ 2.7 796 184.336 4.5 
Ave. 562.6 199.358 2.82 749.6 179.736 4.17 
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Year Divorce Population Divorce Divoroe Population l.)ivorce 
total SnIt ~ke rate total Polk rate 
1936 633 204,615 3.1 895 186,636 4.8 
1937 621 206,367 3.0 891 188,936 4.7 
193R 694 208,.119 3.3 903 191,235 4.7 
1939 718 209,871 3.4 882 193,535 4.6 
1940 879 211,62! 4.2 928 195,eS§. 4.7 
Ave. 709 208,119 i:4I 899.U 191,235 4.71 
1941 8725 219,010 4.0 1,0775 198.1~5 5.4 
1942 841 226,391 3.7 1,001 200,435 5.0 
1943 1,091 233,784 4.7 1 .. 112 202,734 5.5 
1944 1,083 241.171 4.5 1,273 205.C34 6.2 
1945 1,441 248,558. s.a 1,4!l3 207,~34 7.2 
Ave. 1,055.6 233,784 4':'5i3 1,192.8 202,734 5.88 
. 
1946 1.816 255,9456 7.1 1,904 209,6347 9.5 
1947 ~!.23?_ 263,332 4.9 1,2?1 • 212,934 6.0 
5Jff -Ave. 1,1;51 259,638 1,627.5 211,284 7.7 
lu.s. Bureau of the Census a 1910. Vol. Ill. POF~lation. p. 871. 
2 U.S. Bureau of the Census: 1910. Vol. II. Population. p. 599. 
3U•S• Bureau of the Census t 1940. Vol. I. Populati on. p. 1080. 
4 Ibid., p. 365. 
5For souroes of divorce totals for each year for the urban areas, 
check Appendix, pages 
6 
Estimate f~ Utah nirector of Vital Statistics. 
7 Estbmte l'I".ade by investir;ator, l.::eeping srune incree.se in population 
£rom 1940 to 1947, as prevailed in 1930 to 1940 period. 
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Analysis of Variance for Utah and Iowa Urban Areas 
Totals: 
U.S. divorce rates 
utah urban 
Iowa urban 
61.6 
114.4 
168.5 
Sum of differentials from U.S. rate 
Utah urban 
Iowa. urban 
52.8· 
106.9 
Total run on Table 16 
II IJ tt fJ 16 
n If tl ~ 16 
Sum ot eaoh differential squared trom U.S. rate 
Utah urban 
Iowa urban 
No. of years 
Utah urban 
Iowa. urban 
82.90 
327.39 
S8 
38 
Fran 1896-1906. 1916. 1922-1947 
n 1896-1906. 1916. 1922-1947 
Analysis of Variance on Differential frcm U.S. Rate 
Source of variation 
Fetween areas 
Unexplained 
'Ictal 
Degrees of 
freedom 
1 
74 
75 
Sum of' squares 
38.5107 
36.1992 
74.7099 
F. equals 38.5107/.4892 equals 78.7218** 
)lean 8 quare 
38.5107 
.4892 
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Iowa Counties Grouped According to Size of Largest TO'wn 
Group II Group Ir Group IllS Group Iv4 
Adair Al lamake e Appanoose Boone 
!.dams Benton Buena Vista Jasper 
Audubon Bremer Carroll Johnson 
Butler BuchaIl!ln Cass Leo 
Calhoun Cedar Cherokee 1tiahaaka 
Clayton Chickasaw Clay Marshall 
Decatur Clarke Dallas ~lUscatine 
Dickinson Crawf'ord Emmet story 
Fra-:nont Da.vis Fayette ,,;:abater 
Grundy Delaware Floyd 
Guthrie Franklin Hamilton 
H9.ncock Greene Jefferson 
Ida Hardin Lucas 
Iowa liarrison 
...... . 
u:arl.on 
Keokuk Henry ..... onroe 
Louisa. Lioward ~nt6omery 
Osceola !iumboldt Page 
Pocahontas Jaokson Plymouth 
Ringgold Jones Poweshiek 
'l'aylor Kossuth Union 
Van Buren Lyon Yiashington 
'Wayne Madison riinnoshiek 
'Worth Mills 
Mitchell 
JIonona 
O'Brien 
Palo Alto 
Sao 
Shelby 
Sioux 
Tams. 
Warren 
Y{innabago 
Wright 
lLargest town is under 2,499 population. 
2I.argest town is from 2,500 to 4.999 population. 
S l.e.rgest town 1s from 5,000 to 9,999 population. 
4lArgest town is from 10,000 to 24,999 population. 
5Largest town is over 25,000 population. 
Group v5 
Blaok fl8.wk 
Cerro Gordo 
Clinton 
Des \!oines 
Dubuque 
Linn 
Polk 
Pottawattaniie 
Scott 
Wapello 
110 odbu ry 
Year 
1920 
1922 
1923 
1924 
-- 1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
-1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
-;--1934-
_~1935 
19S6 
1937 
1938 
1939 
---1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
... 1946 
1941 
Group I 
345,7301 
343,441 
342,297 
341,152 
340,008 
338,864 
337,719 
336,575 
335,4301 334,286 
333,152 
333,219 
332.685 
332,151 
231,618 
331,084 
330,550 
330,016 
329,4832 328,949 
323,415 
327.982 
327,448 
326,914 
326,381 
325,847 
325,313 
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Population Stnti.sti~s: Grmlps of IO'1'm. rounti.es 
Group II 
606,7481 
605,779 
605,291 
605,e06 
604,320 
603,834 
603,349 
602,863 
602,378 
601,8921 
602,602 
603,313 
604,024 
60.4,734 
605,445 
606,155 
606,866 
607,576 
608,2812 608,997 
609,708 
610,418 
611,129 
611,839 
612,550 
613,260 
613,971 
Group III 
453,8791 
452,025 
451,099 
450.112 
449.245 
448,318 
447,391 
446,465 
445,538 
444,6111 
444,466 
444,322 
444,177 
444,032 
443,888 
443,743 
443,598 
443,453 
443~309 
443,1642 
4'13,019 
442,875 
442,730 
442,585 
442,441 
442,296 
442,151 
Group IV 
279,6231 
279,345 
281,206 
283,067 
285,928 
287,789 
269,650 
291,511 
293.3721 294,233 
295,178 
296,12S 
297,069 
2ga,014 
298,959 
299,904 
300,849 
301,195 
302~7402 
303,685 
;)04,630 
305,675 
306,521 
307,466 
308,~11 
309,356 
310,301 
Group V 
722,0411 
756,816 
744,204 
751,591 
758.979 
766,367 
773.154 
781.142 
788.5291 795,917 
801,673 
807:.428 
813.184 
818,939 
824.695 
830.451 
826.206 
841.962 
847,7172 853,473 
859.229 
864.984 
870.740 
876.495 
882,251 
888.007 
893.7G2 
lU.S. Bureau of the Census: 1930. Vol. I. FP. 362-36S. The populntions 
for between census }"ears was computed through arithmetic. Same 
increase or decrease each year. 
2U.S. Bureau of' the Census: 1940. Vol. II. Part II. Charaoteristics 01' 
the Population. pp. 872-871. The totals for groups 01' counties are 
not given in the census, but the population for eaoh oounty. See 
preceding page for names of counties in eaoh group_ 
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..tlppendix ~ 
Total Di voroes by Year for Groups or iowa Countie8 
Year Group I Group II Group III . Group IV Group Y 
1922 2331 4~11 4611 4341 2,2431 
1923 2762 4322 5062 540 2,5732 1024 228 399 416 4592 2,289 
1925 241 424 448 468 2,525 
1926 2523 4183 43::3 5093 2,4683 
1927 2484 4184 446 6114 2,4974 1928 2385 4355 4414 5845 2,3775 1029 2546 428 457
5 536 2,7176 19:50 2G2 4746 4546 5496 2,560 
1931 274 475 452 541 2,375 
1932 217 384 3931 422 1,938'1 1933 2547 4337 432 4697 2,065 
1934 292 535 496 482 2,486 
1935 293 549 471 567 2,506 
3058 8 5498 539
8 8 
1936 555 2,667 
1931 2959 5959 5619 5569 2,6939 1938 27710 519 492 547 2,636 1039 31411 587
10 56510 57510 2,60410 
1940 304 54811 56011 60411 2,72311 
30412 55312 
12 12 12 1941 63813 65.213 .2,95113 1942 27013 47213 506 640 2,82°14 
1943 24514 50614 54014 67S14 
1944 31915 15 r.2,>15 75715 
3,25615 55416 :) ... 3,03716 1945 41516 781 94416 99116 4,575 
1946 530 1,082 1,121 1,297 5,875 
1947 337 743 859 905 4,144 
1 Iowa state Board of Health. Report for Biennial Ending .June 30th, 1924. 
Iowa. pp. 41-42. 
2Iowa State Board of Health. Report for Biennial Ending June 30th, 1926. 
pp. 94-96. 
3 Io_a state Eoard of Health. Report for Bionnial Ending June 30th. 1928. 
pp. 84-86. 
4Iowa State Board of Health. Report for Biennial Ending June Wth, 1930. 
pp. 139-140. 
119. 
510wa State Board of iiealth. Report ror Biennial hndill& June 30th, 1932. 
pp. 125-126. 
Glowa State Board of Health. Report for Biennial lsnding June 30th, 1934. 
pp. 135-136. 
710wa state Board of Health. Report for Bien.'1inl Endi.ng Juno !3Oth, 1936. 
pp. 158-159. 
8 10wa State Board of Health. Report for Biennial hnding June 30th, 1938. 
pp~ 298-299. 
9 Iowa Division of Vital statistics. Report for 1938-1939. pp. 338-340. 
10Ibid •• pp. 342-344. 
llIowa Division of Vital Statistics. Report for 1940. pp. 278-279. 
12Iawa Division of Vital Statistics. Report for 1941. pp. 263-264. 
1310wa Uivision of Vital Statistics. l~port for 1942. pp. 147-149. 
14Iowa Division of Vital Statistios. Report tor 1943-1944. pp. 155-156. 
15Ibid., pp. 157-158. 
16private communioation. Iowa Division or Vital Statistios. 
In each case the data is Given i'or each county for eaoh year 
rather than by &roups of oounties. ~'or list of: counties in 
eaoh group S oe Appendix. 
